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Abstract
Diabetes is characterized by insufficient amounts of insulin, a hormone produced by the
beta-cells in the pancreatic islets. While current treatment options such as insulin injections
provide a way to manage blood glucose levels, these methods provide suboptimal glucose
control. Islet transplantation shows significant therapeutic promise, but the lack of available
islets is an obstacle for this therapy. Restoration of beta-cell mass through cell therapy or
stimulation of endogenous regeneration to replace beta-cell loss and dysfunction could
potentially cure diabetes. Hence, investigating beta-cell development and regeneration is
extremely valuable. Because zebrafish and mammalian pancreas development are highly
conserved, we utilized zebrafish as a model to study beta-cell development and regeneration in
the work described in this thesis. We developed and characterized a lineage tracing model that
allowed us to differentiate beta-cells arising from the dorsal and ventral pancreatic buds. We
lineage traced the dorsal bud derived beta-cells during development until the adult stage. While
we observed that dorsal bud derived beta-cells constitute a small percentage of the total betacells in the adult pancreas, we did not identify transcriptional differences between beta-cells that
arise from dorsal and ventral pancreatic buds, suggesting that developmental origin does not
dictate transcriptional profile. Second, we characterized the role of islet vessels during beta-cell
formation. We found that islet vessels are dispensable for alpha-cell and beta-cell development.
Finally, we determined the cell sources important in beta-cell maintenance and regeneration. We
observed that beta-cell proliferation is the main mechanism of beta-cell maintenance in the adult
zebrafish, but that a non-beta-cell source may contribute to beta-cell regeneration. By providing
a better understanding of zebrafish beta-cell development and regeneration, the findings in this
thesis may help guide cell therapies and regenerative strategies for diabetes.
iii

Lay Summary
Diabetes affects 425 million people worldwide. Diabetes is characterized by insufficient
amounts of insulin, a hormone produced by the beta-cells in the pancreas. Finding ways to
increase or replace insulin-producing beta-cells is a major priority in diabetes research. This
thesis uses the zebrafish as model to investigate beta-cell development and beta-cell replacement
strategies. Zebrafish develop beta-cells within the first 14 hours of life, and upon beta-cell
destruction, zebrafish are able to regenerate their beta-cells within 3 weeks. Zebrafish pancreas
development is similar to mammalian pancreas development, and hence zebrafish are a valuable
model to study how beta-cells develop and regenerate. This work provides a better understanding
of beta-cell biology and regeneration, and hopefully provides insights into the development of
potential therapies for diabetes.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1

Diabetes
Diabetes mellitus is a metabolic disorder that is largely characterized by elevated levels of

blood glucose due to insufficient amounts of the blood lowering hormone insulin. In 2017, diabetes
was estimated to affect over 425 million people worldwide including more than 2.6 million
Canadians and over 30 million Americans (1,2). The number of cases worldwide is expected to
increase to 629 million people by 2045 (1). The associated costs of diabetes to the health care
systems is astonishing. Annually, approximately $17 billion in Canada and $350 billion in the
United States is spent on healthcare costs related to diabetes (1). These medical costs are mostly
attributed to type 2 diabetes which makes up approximately 90% of the cases, while type 1 diabetes
makes up for most of the remaining 10% of diabetes cases.
Type 2 diabetes is characterized by insufficient insulin levels to meet the body’s demands.
The high demands of insulin produced by the beta-cell results in beta-cell exhaustion and leads to
the eventual loss of functional endocrine cells. Genetics and major environmental risk factors such
as physical inactivity and obesity contribute to the development of type 2 diabetes. Genetic variants
such as single nucleotide polymorphisms in genes like Gli-similar 3 (GLIS3) and transcription
factor 7-like 2 (TCF7L2) are associated with type 2 diabetes (3,4). Type 1 diabetes is characterized
by uncontrollable hyperglycemia due to insufficient insulin production from pancreatic beta-cells.
The immune system plays a dominant role in the pathogenesis of type 1 diabetes as CD8+ cytotoxic
cells and macrophages can be found around islets in many patients with type 1 diabetes (5), and
the presence of autoantibodies against known beta-cell autoantigens are found in more than 90%
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of individuals with newly diagnosed type 1 diabetes (6). Type 1 diabetes is a polygenic disease (7)
with unknown environmental triggers.
Insulin or insulin analogue treatments are the main approach for treating type 1 diabetes
and some cases of type 2 diabetes. While exogenous insulin can be a life-saving cure for people,
insulin injections do not mimic the fine control of physiological blood glucose levels mediated by
intact islets. As a result, complications such as cardiovascular disease, kidney disease, and nerve
damage can occur (1). Furthermore, potential fatal hypoglycemic episodes can happen when the
action of insulin cannot be decreased once blood glucose levels are lowered. Insulin pumps and
continuous glucose monitoring have been developed in order to improve glycemic control;
however, fluctuations in blood glucose beyond the physiological range are still common (reviewed
in (8) and (9)). This has led researchers to focus on treatment options that would mimic the pattern
of physiological insulin secretion which would allow for optimal glycemic control.

Islet transplantation
The pancreas is divided into two components: the exocrine component containing acinar
and ductal tissue and the endocrine component which is made up of Islets of Langerhans. The
pancreatic islet consists of the hormone-producing alpha-, beta-, delta-, epsilon-, and PP-cells
which secrete glucagon, insulin, somatostatin, ghrelin, and pancreatic polypeptide, respectively,
into the surrounding vasculature system. In 2000, a breakthrough development with an improved
islet transplantation protocol successfully induced insulin independence in patients with long
standing type 1 diabetes (10). Patients with implanted cadaveric islets displayed near-optimal
glycemic control and were protected against severe hypoglycemic events (10). The latest trials
report that ~50% of adult patients remained independent of exogenous insulin 5 years after islet
2

transplantation (11). Ongoing research focusing on new methods including the use of biomaterials,
encapsulation techniques, and improving vascularization are being conducted to improve islet
transplantation (reviewed in (12–14)). However, the limited supply of cadaveric islets creates a
major limitation for this method of cell therapy. This has fueled efforts into finding a readily
available supply of beta-cells.
Pluripotent stem cell therapy
Derivation of beta-like cells from human pluripotent stem cells (whether embryonic stem
cells (ESCs) or induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs)) are a promising source for
cellular replacement therapy. Human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) have the capacity to
differentiate into cells of all somatic lineages. The last few decades of islet biology and pancreatic
development research have allowed an understanding of the factors that are important for the
efficient and rapid differentiation of hPSCs into pancreatic insulin-producing cells (15–20).
However, the function of these hPSC-derived beta-like cells differ significantly from that of
primary beta-cells as they exhibit higher basal insulin secretion and poor glucose-stimulated
insulin secretion (GSIS) in vitro (15–20). Interestingly, hPSC-derived hormone-producing cells
become glucose-responsive after implantation in rodents, suggesting the need for additional factors
to drive the maturation of these cells in vitro (17,19,20). A detailed analysis of cellular and
molecular signalling events at each step of pancreatic endocrine differentiation and maturation
could improve differentiation protocols. In vivo systems are therefore ideal for identifying the
relevant differentiation mechanisms.

Endogenous beta-cell regeneration in humans
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While restoration of beta-cell mass can be achieved through exogenous cell sources such
as differentiation of hPSCs into beta-cells, stimulation of endogenous repair mechanisms offers an
alternative strategy to replace lost beta-cell mass. There is some evidence to suggest that there is
regeneration of the endocrine pancreas in humans. For example, while the majority of beta-cells
are destroyed during type 1 diabetes, studies have shown that patients with long term type 1
diabetes have detectable C-peptide levels and endogenous insulin secretion (21–24). The secretion
of C-peptide increases after a meal, indicating the presence of functional beta-cells in these
individuals (21). Moreover, insulin-immunoreactive cells have been found in patients with type 1
diabetes in spite of on-going apoptosis (24,25), and increases in beta-cell proliferation in patients
with newly onset type 1 diabetes compared to age matched controls suggest the occurrence of
endogenous beta-cell regeneration (26). Patients with type 2 diabetes have a modest reduction in
beta-cell mass (0-65%) at the time of onset (27,28) and there is good evidence to suggest that there
is an eventual loss of beta-cells in patients with type 2 diabetes (27,29). Scattered endocrine cells
appear throughout the exocrine pancreas in patients with type 2 diabetes, suggesting possible betacell regeneration in these individuals (30). Hence, finding mechanisms to stimulate or augment
endogenous beta-cell regeneration may provide promising future directions in type 1 and type 2
diabetes treatments.

1.2
1.2.1

Pancreas development
Morphogenesis and patterning of the pancreatic endoderm
Decades of research using rodent, zebrafish, frog, and chicken embryos have helped

uncover critical molecular and morphological events that regulate pancreatic development.
Pancreatic development begins with the specification of definitive endoderm. Molecular signals,
4

in particular the TGF-beta family member Nodal, induces the formation of Sox17, FoxA2 coexpressing endodermal tissue (31–34). The resulting endodermal tissue can be patterned into
oesophagus, lungs, thyroid, thymus, stomach, pancreas, liver, and intestine (35). The endodermal
regions destined to become the dorsal and ventral pancreas are specified through various secreted
molecules. Retinoic acid (RA), Sonic Hedgehog (SHH), and fibroblast growth factor (FGF)
signalling from the paraxial mesoderm and notochord allow for patterning of the dorsal pancreatic
endoderm, while FGF and bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) signalling from the cardiac
mesoderm and mesenchyme affect the patterning of ventral pancreatic endoderm (36–43). These
factors induce the expression of Pdx1, a transcription factor that is required for the production of
pancreatic tissue in rodents and humans (44–48). Despite the difference in signals that initiate
dorsal and ventral pancreatic bud development, both buds give rise to exocrine and endocrine cells
(49). In successive developmental stages, growth and rotation of the gut causes the fusion of the
dorsal and ventral pancreas at embryonic day 12.5 (E12.5) in mice (50) (Figure 1-1).

Figure 1-1 Development and rotation of the pancreatic buds
5

At E8.5, signals from the notochord and dorsal aorta are important for the induction of Pdx1 (blue)
in the region that will give rise to the dorsal pancreatic bud (arrow), while signals from the vitelline
vein and inhibition of BMP signalling is important to specify the ventral bud (arrowhead). At E9.5,
the dorsal and ventral pancreas buds begin to form. At E12.5, gut rotation causes the ventral and
dorsal pancreatic buds to fuse.
During the early development of the pancreatic epithelium, endocrine cells emerge in two
waves of differentiation, both initiated by Neurog3 (Ngn3) expression which is necessary for
commitment to the endocrine fate in rodents and humans (51–53). In mice, the first endocrine cells
appear during early branching morphogenesis (called the ‘primary transition’) at E9.5. Most of
these primary endocrine cells are glucagon-expressing cells. Insulin-expressing cells appear at
E10.5-11.5 and often co-express glucagon (54–57). This primary wave of alpha-cells and betacells are not robustly proliferative and hence are thought to not significantly contribute to mature
islet cell mass (55,57). At E12.5, the epithelium undergoes a massive wave of expansion and
differentiation termed the ‘secondary transition’ (49,58). This extensive growth allows for the
formation of a complex tubular epithelial system which regionalizes into multipotent ‘tip’ and
bipotent ‘trunk’ domains (59). The PTF1a+ multipotent ‘tip’ progenitor cells fuel branching until
their fate becomes restricted to acinar cell differentiation around E14.5 (60). The
SOX9+/HNF1B+/NKX6-1+ bipotent ‘trunk’ cells are destined to differentiate into ductal or
endocrine fates. NGN3+ cells located in the ‘trunk’ region delaminate and differentiate into
endocrine cells (51). Endocrine differentiation during the secondary transition is thought to make
the majority of endocrine cell mass. While mice have two waves of endocrine differentiation, in
humans, there is no evidence for two waves of endocrine cell development (61,62). Insulinexpressing cells are the earliest observed endocrine cell type in humans, suggesting some species
differences in pancreatic endocrine development (63).
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After Ngn3 expression, pro-endocrine cells delaminate from the trunk into the mesenchyme
and trigger downstream endocrine genes such as Pdx1, Nkx6-1, Sox9, Nkx2-2, NeuroD1, Pax4,
Arx, and Pax6 which orchestrate the formation of the five individual endocrine cell types (alpha-,
beta-, delta-, epsilon- and PP-cells) present in adult islets (49). Significant increases in beta-cell
mass and formation of large islet aggregates occurs during the postnatal stages (64). The expansion
in beta-cell mass during the postnatal stages is mostly attributed to beta-cell proliferation (65–68).

1.2.2

Vasculature instruction during pancreas development
While the primary function of the circulatory system in the adult pancreas is the exchange

of nutrients, gases, and wastes, endothelial cells also play a critical role in pancreas development.
From E8.75-E9.5 in mouse, the fusing aorta is adjacent to the dorsal pancreatic bud. Early studies
using recombination assays with isolated E8.25 embryonic tissues revealed that the induction of
Pdx1 expression was dependent on signals from endothelial cells (69). Later studies revealed that
endothelial cells are necessary to maintain the FGF10-producing mesenchyme which is required
for proliferation of the Pdx1-expressing progenitor cells, the induction of PTF1a, and dorsal
pancreas budding (70–73).
Not only are signals from the endothelial cells important in initiating early pancreas
development, but the blood it carries also may constitute sources of signals (74,75). For example,
oxygen has been proposed to be an important factor in endocrine differentiation. There is a
correlation between the appearance of blood perfused vessels and endocrine cell differentiation
during the secondary transition (74). Moreover, embryos from pregnant rats exposed to a hypoxic
environment (8% O2) from E13.5-E14.5 exhibited significantly reduced Ngn3 expression in
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comparison to embryos from the control pregnant rats exposed to a normoxic environment (21%
O2) (75), suggesting the importance of oxygen in endocrine cell differentiation.
In addition to pancreas specification, developmental crosstalk between vessels and
pancreatic epithelium is important at later development stages to control pancreas outgrowth and
islet innervation. Overexpression of vascular endothelial growth factor A (VegfA) in the
developing mouse pancreas resulted in pancreas hypervascularization, reduced pancreas branching
and growth, deficient formation of exocrine and endocrine cells, and increased islet innervation
(76–78). Conversely, hypovascularization using pancreas specific knockdown of VegfA or Vegfblocking drug SU5416 resulted in increased pancreas branching and growth, excessive
differentiation of endocrine and exocrine fates, and decreased islet innervation (76–78). Crosstalk
between blood vessels and islet cells is also important in the adult rodent pancreas. Rodent
pancreatic islets have a dense capillary network which allow for efficient sensing of blood glucose
and proper secretion of hormones. Reductions of islet vasculature by a pancreas specific knockout
of VegfA leads to defects in blood glucose homeostasis in adult mice (79,80). In addition,
endothelial cells supply beta-cells with a vascular basement membrane which produce factors such
as laminin and vascular collagen IV which are necessary for proper insulin expression and
secretion, as well as beta-cell proliferation and survival (69,79–81). Altogether, it is evident that
the vasculature is an important signalling center during murine pancreas organogenesis and tissue
homeostasis.
While research of human pancreas development has been limited to developmental
‘snapshots’, studies have shown that endothelial cells begin to associate with small endocrine cell
clusters at gestation week 10 (G10w) (82), and developing vessels penetrate the fetal islets by
G14w (82,83), suggesting a possible interaction between these cell types during prenatal pancreas
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development. Adult human islets have fewer blood vessels than mouse islets (84). The
physiological implications of the differences between mouse and human islet vessel architecture
are not known.
Despite the differences in islet vessel architecture, understanding the interplay between
endothelial cells and islet cells will likely have implications in replacement strategies for diabetes.
For example, co-culturing either isolated adult mouse or human islet tissues with vascular
endothelial cells or human mesenchymal stem cells generated pancreatic islet-organoids which
when transplanted into diabetic mice, significantly improved the survival compared to
conventional islet transplantation (85). hESC-derived pancreatic progenitor cells transplanted into
a pre-vascularized subcutaneous site in diabetic animals reached euglycemia within 100 days,
while the majority of diabetic mice with transplanted hESC-derived pancreatic progenitor cells in
a non-pre-vascularized subcutaneous site remained hyperglycemic post-transplant (86), suggesting
the importance of vascularization in cell therapy.
Blood vessels may also play an important role in beta-cell regeneration and diabetes
pathogenesis. In adult mice, short term overexpression of VegfA in beta-cells resulted in islet
hypervascularization, increased beta-cell proliferation, and protection from alloxan mediated betacell death (87). In addition, there is evidence to support that islet endothelial cells may also develop
a dysfunctional phenotype that can contribute to age related beta-cell dysfunction (88,89) as well
as beta-cell loss in diabetes (90). In patients with type 2 diabetes, capillary thickening, capillary
fragmentation, and increased vessel density in islets have been observed (84). These intra islet
vessel changes were associated with amyloid deposition (84), which can subsequently exacerbate
beta-cell loss and dysfunction. Dissecting the signals and dynamics of endothelial cells and islet
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cells may have profound implications in the development of effective cell and regenerative
therapies for diabetes.

1.2.3

Beta-cell heterogeneity

Molecular and functional heterogeneity
Recent studies have revealed molecular heterogeneity between insulin-expressing cells,
including variations in gene expression in mice and humans (91–100). Functional variability
among dispersed primary beta-cells has been identified by measurements of glucose-induced redox
state (101), calcium signalling (102), biosynthetic activity (103), and insulin secretion (104). These
beta-cell subpopulations could reflect a temporal cross-section through a cell population that are
at different stages in their life cycle. Indeed, single cell RNA sequencing of rodent neonatal and
juvenile beta-cells revealed that heterogeneity reflects distinct cell-cycling phases and maturation
states (105). Molecular and functional heterogeneity may also be a result of aging (106–110) or
may reflect natural fluctuations in gene expression which can occur throughout the lifetime of
adult beta-cells (94,111,112). For example, fluctuations in GFP fluorescence in Ins2GFP/+ isolated
beta-cells have been observed, indicating the dynamic transcriptional activity at the Ins2 promoter
(112).
Exposure to endogenous and exogenous cues can further lead to changes in molecular
signature. Beta-cells in patients with type 2 diabetes have increased ER stress markers (113). A
model of chronic hyperglycemia in mice caused beta-cell dedifferentiation, observed by the
expression of immature endocrine markers in a subset of beta-cells (114). Beta-cell
dedifferentiation has also been suggested in humans with type 2 diabetes as an increase in betacell transcription factors in glucagon-expressing cells and somatostatin-expressing cells have been
10

observed (115,116). These results suggest that the beta-cell transcriptome can change under
pathophysiological conditions.
An alternative hypothesis is that distinct molecular signatures represent beta-cell
subpopulations with specialized phenotypes. Recent identification of pancreatic hub leader cells
provides support of this latter hypothesis (117). Pancreatic hub cells express higher levels of GCK
and GLUT2 than the more populous follower beta-cells allowing them to sense glucose faster and
coordinate Ca2+ synchronization for insulin secretion. Silencing hub cells via the light-gated
Cl− pump, halorhodopsin, abolished Ca2+ synchronization and reduced insulin granule exocytosis
from isolated islets, suggesting that hub beta-cells represent a functionally distinct population of
beta-cells (117). Another report has found a subpopulation of beta-cells that are multipotent. This
subpopulation of beta-cells express insulin and low levels of GLUT2 and can form islet and neural
cells in culture (97). The concept of specialized beta-cell populations has considerable implications
on the understanding of beta-cell differentiation. Understanding how subpopulations arise and if
they are functionally differently may offer valuable knowledge for the ongoing research of hPSCderived beta-cells.

Beta-cell heterogeneity during development
Regional differences exist at the earliest stage of fetal development. The pancreas is formed
from the dorsal and ventral pancreatic buds. Because of their anatomical position during
development, different signals induce the dorsal and ventral pancreatic buds (36–40). For example,
signals such as RA from the lateral plate mesoderm and FGF2 and activin secreted by the
notochord are necessary for dorsal pancreatic bud induction (38,41,42). FGF signalling from the
cardiac mesoderm inhibits the formation of ventral pancreatic bud (43). Signals from the aortic
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endothelium induce formation of the Pdx1 and Ptf1a-expressing dorsal pancreatic bud, whereas
development of the ventral pancreas is not dependent on cues from the endothelium (69,71).
Differences in islet cell composition are found between dorsally and ventrally derived
islets. Islets derived from the ventral pancreatic bud (which gives rise to the inferior part of the
head and the uncinate process of the pancreas) have more pancreatic polypeptide cells but fewer
alpha- and delta-cells than the dorsal bud (which gives rise to the superior part of the head, the
body, and the tail of the pancreas) in both rodents (118–120) and humans (121,122). Differential
beta-cell responses to the disruption of Isl1, in which Isl1 mutant mice display dorsal pancreatic
bud agenesis and loss of the first wave of endocrine cells while the ventral pancreatic bud is still
able to form, provide additional evidence for beta-cell heterogeneity during development (123).
There are also variations in islet blood supply and innervation dependent on ontogeny.
Blood supply for the dorsal bud is supplied by the coeliac artery and innervated by the coeliac
ganglion, while the ventral bud receives blood via the mesenteric artery and receives innervation
from the superior mesenteric ganglion (124). These variations in innervation and blood supply as
well as developmental ontogeny may promote functional differences between beta-cells. For
example, rat islets in the pancreatic tail are found to have higher rates of stimulated insulin
biosynthesis and secretion than islets located in the head of the pancreas (119,125). Higher rates
of beta-cell proliferation are observed in the splenic region compared to the duodenal and gastric
regions of the pancreas (120). More recently, a higher percentage of mature beta-cells was
observed in the tail of the pancreas in comparison to the head (93). Interestingly, the loss of betacells was more prominent in the head region than the tail region of the pancreas among patients
with type 2 diabetes (126).
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At the islet level, location of the beta-cells could also lead to functional heterogeneity. For
example, homologous contacts between beta-cells potentiates insulin secretion when compared to
single beta-cells in both rodents and humans (127–129). Increased insulin secretion is observed
between alpha- and beta-cell contacts (128,129), but not delta- and beta-cell contacts (129,130).
In addition, not all beta-cells receive axon terminals (131) and differences in the proximity to
capillaries, which carry nutrients and oxygen, may be additional causes of molecular and
functional variances.
Collectively, beta-cell heterogeneity exists with differences extending from the islet level
to regional differences at the organ level. Identifying and characterizing the subpopulations, such
as populations that are more susceptible to metabolic stress or have an increased replicative and/or
functional capacity, can have a profound impact on beta-cell replacement and regenerative
therapies.

1.3
1.3.1

Beta-cell regeneration
Models of pancreas regeneration
While cell therapies offer a viable path for a cure to diabetes, research has also focused

on expanding the existing beta-cell population in patients with lost beta-cell mass. Much of the
regeneration studies have utilized rodent injury models, including surgical injury models,
chemically induced beta-cell injury models, or genetic models to ablate the beta-cells.
Surgical injury models
In pancreatectomy, an ablation method that involves surgical removal of up to 90% of the
pancreas, mice and rats show tissue growth and sprouting at the cut site (132–134). Significant
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increases in beta-cell proliferation and beta-cell mass have been documented in both 90%
pancreatectomy and less extensive pancreas resections (40-60%) (133–139). Other studies have
also reported beta-cell neogenesis in pancreatectomized rodents (134,139–141). Similarly in
humans, rare pancreatectomy cases in children have suggested tissue growth at the cut site (142).
However, this regenerative capacity declines sharply in older pancreatectomized animals (143–
145) and is absent in adult humans (146).
Pancreatic duct ligation (PDL) is another surgical injury model used to study pancreas
regeneration. PDL mimics obstructive pancreatitis by stimulating massive acinar destruction.
While beta-cell neogenesis after PDL has been proposed (147), more recent studies have shown
that non-beta-cell progenitors do not contribute to the beta-cell lineage, nor is there a significant
increase in beta-cell mass or proliferation after PDL (65,148,149). Despite minimal beta-cell
regeneration, Ngn3, a critical transcription factor during pancreatic mammalian development and
a hallmark for fetal pancreatic endocrine progenitors, is significantly upregulated in the pancreas
after PDL (147–149), possibly suggesting the activation of developmental pathways.

Chemically induced beta-cell injury models
In another injury rodent model, beta-cell destruction is achieved through the administration
of chemical toxins such as alloxan or streptozotocin (STZ). These compounds structurally mimic
glucose and are imported into the beta-cells. High dose of STZ or alloxan results in beta-cell
destruction and renders the animals diabetic (150,151). Increases in proliferating insulinexpressing cells and non-beta-islet cells shortly after high dose STZ administration have been
reported (152–156). Interestingly, more robust levels of regeneration have been shown in STZtreated neonatal rats which reach normoglycemia within 6 weeks (152). In addition, autoimmune
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diabetic NOD mice have significantly increased levels of beta-cell proliferation after STZ
treatment compared to non-diabetic NOD mice after STZ (157,158). These results suggest that
beta-cell regeneration may be dependent on multiple factors such as age and genetic background.
Genetic ablation of beta-cells mediated by diphtheria toxin has also been used to study
beta-cell regeneration. In this method, the beta-cell specific expression of the diphtheria toxin
receptor results in beta-cell destruction upon addition of the diphtheria toxin (159,160). This
method kills >95% of beta-cells and under this extreme regenerative loss, transdifferentiation of
alpha- and delta-cells have been observed (159,160). Interestingly, the delta-to-beta-cell
transdifferentiation

was

only

observed

in

neonatal

mice,

while

alpha-to-beta-cell

transdifferentiation is observed in adult mice, suggesting that age may be an important factor in
determining cell plasticity and the mechanism of beta-cell regeneration (159,160).
1.3.2

Regeneration of beta-cells by induced proliferation
While the proliferative capacity of adult beta-cells is low and declines rapidly with age

(107,108,161–164), under certain physiological stresses such as pregnancy, obesity, or insulin
resistance, beta-cell proliferation is significantly increased (120,165–169). During pregnancy,
rodent beta-cell mass significantly increases, stimulated largely by the pregnancy hormones
placental lactogen and prolactin (170,171). Under high fat diet induced obesity or under
experimental models of induced insulin resistance such as the insulin receptor liver-specific
knockout mice, significant increases in beta-cell proliferation and mass have been found (120,166–
168). Proliferation can also be stimulated in various regenerative rodent models such as the STZinduced diabetes model (152,156). Interestingly, beta-cells of old mice readily proliferate when
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exposed to a young environment (89), suggesting that extrinsic factors can stimulate beta-cell
proliferation.
In humans, very few replicating adult beta-cells can be found under physiological and
pathophysiological conditions (164,172,173); however, some beta-cell proliferation can be
stimulated. Human transplanted beta-cell grafts exhibit significant increases in proliferation in
ob/ob and high fat diet fed obese mice compared to lean mice, suggesting that human beta-cells
can respond to overnutrition in vivo (144,174). Indeed, hyperglycemia stimulates beta-cell
proliferation in vivo in a variety of model systems including human transplanted beta-cell grafts in
mice (167,175–177). Various growth factors that simulate Nodal or Wnt signalling pathways can
promote human beta-cell proliferation in vitro (178,179). The inhibition of DYRK1A has also been
shown to stimulate human beta-cell proliferation (180). Moreover, this increase in beta-cell
proliferation by DYRK1A inhibitors was potentiated with GLP-1 agonists (181). These results
highlight the proliferative potential of human beta-cells. Identifying factors that augment or
stimulate proliferation may help replace lost beta-cell mass in patients with diabetes.

1.3.3

Reprogramming of pancreatic endocrine cells into beta-cells
Transdifferentiation, the conversion of a differentiated cell type into another cell type, is

rare if at all absent under normal physiological conditions. However, lineage tracing studies have
shown that under certain stressors such as models of extreme beta-cell loss in rodents, alpha-cells
and delta-cells can convert into insulin-expressing cells (159,160), In humans, an increase in the
frequency of polyhormonal cells have been found in patients with type 2 diabetes (115) and
nondiabetic insulin resistant subjects (182), possibly suggesting cell transdifferentiation.
Alternatively, these polyhormonal cells could also represent dedifferentiated beta-cells (114,183).
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Genetic manipulation of non-beta-cells can result in their conversion into insulinexpressing cells. For example, in vivo ectopic expression of Pax4 in alpha-cells or delta-cells
resulted in their conversion to glucose responsive beta-cells (184,185). Inhibition of Arx
expression or inhibition of Arx in combination with DNA methyl transferase 1 (Dnmt1) in alphacells can reprogram alpha-cells into glucose responsive beta-cells (186,187). In humans,
overexpression of PDX1 and MAFA can convert human alpha-cells and PP-cells into insulinproducing cells (188). Moreover, the reprogrammed human alpha-to-beta-cells were able to restore
normoglycemia in mice with STZ-induced diabetes, providing evidence for human islet cell
plasticity (188). Although more research is needed to understand the precise control of cell
transdifferentiation, islet cells represent endogenous cell sources that may be reprogrammed into
functional beta-cells.

1.3.4

Reprogramming exocrine tissue into beta-cells
The acinar cells provide an attractive cell source given that it makes up >90% of the

pancreas. Transdifferentiation of acinar cells to beta-cells is rare under physiological conditions;
however, under regenerative pressures, the conversion of acinar cells into insulin-expressing cells
was observed in PDL-induced mice (189). Acinar-to-beta-cell transdifferentiation was also
observed in alloxan induced diabetic mice and this conversion was enhanced by administration of
epidermal growth factor and ciliary neurotrophic factor (190). In addition, adenoviral mediated
overexpression of Ngn3, MafA, and Pdx1 in rodent exocrine cells leads to the downregulation of
exocrine specific genes and the expression of insulin in vitro and in vivo (191–193). Moreover,
these converted beta-like cells were able to reverse diabetes in STZ-treated NOD-SCID (non-obese
diabetic severe combined immunodeficiency) mice (191) and STZ-treated immunodeficient Rag
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knockout mice (193). The mechanism of acinar-to-beta-cell conversion is uncertain, although
some work suggest that acinar-to-beta-cell reprogramming is dependent on euglycemia (194),
while another report suggests a role of inflammation and macrophages (195). Isolated human
exocrine tissue can also be reprogrammed to islet-like cells by adenoviral overexpression of PDX1,
NGN3, MAFA and PAX4 in combination with growth factors (196). Collectively, these studies
suggest acinar cell plasticity in mice and humans.
Pancreatic ductal cells are also a potential source of beta-cells. Given the developmental
model of islet genesis, ductal cells are a logical cell source to convert into beta-cells. Under
physiological conditions, lineage tracing experiments reveal that there is limited conversion of
pancreatic ducts to beta-cells in the adult pancreas (65–68). However, under certain regenerative
conditions, some studies have proposed the formation of new beta-cells from ductal cells
(66,147,197–199). For example, an increased frequency of Ngn3-expressing cells and Pdx1expressing cells along pancreatic ducts have been reported in PDL and pancreatectomy
respectively (147,197), suggesting the activation of endocrine transcriptional pathways in ductal
cells. Another report observed rare insulin-expressing cells located on the pancreatic ducts during
pancreatectomy in rats (140). Moderate hyperglycemia with low dose growth factors or
inflammatory cytokines have also been shown to promote the formation of endocrine cells from
ducts (198,199). However, lineage tracing studies of ductal cells using Sox9 (65), Hes1 (68), CAII
(66), Hnf1b (67), or Muc1 (200) promoters in the adult pancreas or during adult beta-cell
regeneration have demonstrated limited evidence for ductal cell contribution to endocrine cell
mass. It is worth noting that some of the ductal cell lineage tracing models had low recombination
efficiencies (20-40%) which could make it difficult to detect small amounts of duct-to-beta-cell
conversion.
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In humans, insulin-positive cells expressing ductal markers such as CK19 were found in
graphs of purified duct cells (201), and increases in CK19, insulin co-positive cells have been
observed in insulin resistant subjects (182,202). Moreover, in vitro expansion of human ductal
tissue have been observed to form islet structures (203,204). Another study found the induction of
NKX6-1 (an endocrine cell specific transcription factor in adult beta-cells) on ductal cells in human
islet grafts implanted underneath the kidney capsule in mice (174). In addition, adenoviral
overexpression of transcription factors NGN3, PAX6, MAFA, and PDX1 in both human and rodent
ductal cells induced formation of islet-like clusters (205,206). These results suggest that the
exocrine tissue in rodents and humans may serve as possible beta-cell sources, although more
research is needed to understand and control the mechanism of transdifferentiation in order to
develop effective and replicable clinical approaches.

1.3.5

Reprogramming endoderm-derived tissues into beta-cells
Genetic manipulation of endodermal tissue into beta-cells also demonstrates their cellular

plasticity (207). For example, FoxO1 ablation in Ngn3-expressing enteroendocrine cells in mice
converted gut cells into glucose responsive insulin-expressing cells (208). Overexpression of
Ngn3, MafA, and Pdx1 in rodent liver cells in vivo resulted in the expression of pancreatic
endocrine markers (209). Reports have also found that the overexpression of Ngn3, MafA, and
Pdx1 in vivo caused ‘neo-islets’ to form in intestinal crypts (210) and the antral stomach (211).
These studies highlight the use of several different cell sources that may be reprogrammed into
beta-cells; however, a better understanding of cellular plasticity and the delicate regulation of cell
differentiation in adult tissues is needed before possible clinical translatability.
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1.3.6

Adult pancreatic stem cells
It is been hypothesized that pancreatic progenitor cells exist in the adult animal and human

pancreas. Although some progenitor cell markers can be histochemically defined in the adult
pancreas particularly after injury (147,197), it is unclear if these progenitor cells originate from a
pancreatic stem cell population or are the result of general cell plasticity. The lack of clear
pancreatic progenitor marker(s) and the uncertain location of these pancreatic stem cells make the
search for pancreatic stem cells difficult.
The pancreatic duct has been proposed as a potential niche for pancreatic progenitor cells.
This hypothesis is based on histological observations of single islet cells and small islets clusters
embedded or in close proximity to adult pancreatic ducts, which is suggestive of the emergence of
new islets cells from ducts (140,147,197). However, the majority of lineage tracing of exocrine
tissue reveals limited contribution of the exocrine pancreas to endocrine cells during normal
physiological conditions and under various pancreatic injury models (65–68,147,200).
Other work has suggested a progenitor population within the islet (97,212–214). Islet cells
that were positive for Nestin and PDX1 but negative for endocrine hormones were able to
differentiate into hormone-expressing endocrine cells in vitro (212). However, lineage tracing of
Nestin+ cells in vivo and in ex vivo explants did not reveal contribution of Nestin+ cells to
endocrine cells (215). A progenitor population of insulin-expressing cells that express low levels
of Glut2 have also been described (97,213,214). Furthermore, these rare insulin-expressing, low
Glut2-expressing cells could form islet and neural cells in culture, suggesting the multipotent
nature of this cell type (97). More recently, immature beta-cells located on the islet periphery were
identified to have a similar transcriptome to endocrine progenitors and are capable of
differentiating into mature beta-cells or alpha-cells (216). Future directions understanding cell fate
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decisions and cell plasticity at the single cell level can provide important insights that can be
harnessed to regenerate or replace beta-cell loss in diabetes.

1.4
1.4.1

Zebrafish as a model for beta-cell development and regeneration
Zebrafish as a model organism
Zebrafish has emerged as a powerful vertebrate model organism for studies relating to

development and physiology. Of the protein coding genes, 71.4% of human genes have at least
one zebrafish orthologue (217). Organ development is similar between zebrafish and mammals
suggesting that studies in this system can have broadly applicable insights. High fecundity, rapid
development, and genetic tractability in zebrafish are a few advantages of this model system.
Zebrafish embryos develop ex-utero and are also transparent during the first week of life. Hence,
they are amendable for in vivo imaging of developmental processes (Figure 1-2A). Zebrafish also
have a remarkable ability to regenerate their organs, including the endocrine pancreas. For
example, upon chemical or physical ablation of the pancreatic beta-cells in the adult animal,
zebrafish are able to normalize blood glucose levels and regenerate their beta-cells in less than 3
weeks without the need for insulin therapy (218,219). The robust regenerative response of
zebrafish is a distinct advantage to study beta-cell renewal in this model.

1.4.2

Zebrafish pancreas morphology
The zebrafish pancreas consists of islets scattered throughout the exocrine tissue. The

exocrine tissue runs along the intestinal tube. The exocrine structure is similar to that of mammals:
acinar tissue secrete digestive enzymes into the pancreatic ducts which form a complex branched
network that is connected to the intestine and the hepatic ducts through the hepatopancreatic ductal
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system (220). The adult zebrafish pancreas consists of one principal islet with smaller secondary
islets (ranging from several endocrine cells to hundreds of endocrine cells) in addition to single
endocrine cells scattered throughout the body of the pancreas (Figure 1-2B). The zebrafish
pancreas contains all 5 hormone secreting cells-types. A dense vasculature and innervation
network are present in the adult islets (221–224), similar to rodent islets.

Figure 1-2 Zebrafish pancreas morphology
A) A Tg(ptf1a:GFP ; ins:TagRFP) zebrafish larvae at 3 days post fertilization (dpf) shows
pancreatic beta-cells (red) and ptf1a+ tissue (green). Exocrine pancreas is outlined in white
dotted lines. Scale bar = 200 µm. B) An adult zebrafish with a principal islet (arrow) and
secondary islets in a 4 month old Tg(ins:TagRFP) fish. Scale bar = 200 µm.
1.4.3

Zebrafish pancreas development
Similar to the mammalian system, the zebrafish pancreas forms from two pancreatic buds

which develop from the pdx1-expressing posterior foregut endoderm (225). The first endocrine
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cells to appear are insulin-expressing cells at 14 hours post fertilization (hpf), followed by
somatostatin-expressing cells at 17 hpf, and glucagon-expressing cells at 21 hpf (221,225,226)
These cells form the dorsal pancreatic bud which is clearly discernable at 24 hpf, when the
endocrine cells have coalesced into the principal islet (221,225). The ptf1a+ ventral pancreatic
bud begins to emerges at 32 hpf (225). Around 52 hpf, the gut rotates and the principal islet
becomes engulfed by the ventral pancreatic bud (225). The use of heart and soul mutant zebrafish
embryos, in which the pancreatic buds do not fuse, have shown that the dorsal pancreatic bud gives
rise to exclusively endocrine cells, while the ventral pancreatic bud generates ductal, acinar, and
endocrine tissue (225). Beta-cells from the dorsal pancreatic buds are largely non-proliferative
during early embryonic development (226), and hence, it is thought that the beta-cells originating
from the ventral pancreatic bud give rise to the majority of adult beta-cells in the adult zebrafish
(226). The principal islet contains endocrine cells originating from the dorsal and ventral
pancreatic buds, while the secondary islets which begin to emerge at 120 hpf along the length of
intrapancreatic duct (IPD) originate from the ventral pancreatic bud (Figure 1-3). The secondary
islets arise from a population of pancreatic progenitors, the Notch-responsive cells, within the IPD
(227). These Notch-responsive cells also persist in the adult zebrafish pancreas as centroacinar
cells which are located in a terminal duct position within the lumen of the acinus (227,228).
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Figure 1-3 Endocrine pancreas development in zebrafish
The first endocrine cells begin to form at 14 hours post fertilization (hpf) (red). By 24 hpf, the
endocrine cells are clustered into a principal islet and solely make up the dorsal pancreatic bud.
The ventral pancreatic bud emerges at 32 hpf. The dorsal and ventral pancreatic buds fuse by 52
hpf and early ventrally-derived endocrine cells (dark green) begin to appear. Secondary islets,
derived from the ventral pancreatic bud, begin to appear after 120 hpf along the intrapancreatic
duct (yellow). i = intestine
Molecular signals and transcription factors involved in zebrafish pancreas development
Many of the molecular signals that are important in specifying mammalian pancreatic
tissue are necessary in zebrafish pancreas development as well. TGF-beta/Nodal signalling induces
the Sox17, FoxA2 co-expressing endodermal tissue (229,230). RA, SHH, BMP, FGF signalling
are important in specifying pancreatic fate (231–234). For example, zebrafish embryos deficient
in RA synthesis or signalling have severely disrupted pancreas development (36), a similar
phenotype to RA knockout mice which have complete dorsal pancreatic bud agenesis (41).
Knockdown of fgf10 in zebrafish severely blunts the formation of the exocrine pancreas (231),
similar to the pancreatic growth defect observed in Fgf10-deficient mouse embryos (235).
Inhibition of Bmp signalling is also needed to specify the pancreatic fate in zebrafish (233,234).
Many transcription factors necessary in directing endocrine formation are shared between mouse
and zebrafish (236–239) (Figure 1-4). For example, zebrafish and mouse embryos with severe or
complete loss of HNF1B exhibit defects in foregut regionalization which subsequently results in
dorsal and ventral pancreatic bud agenesis (240–243). Knockdown of pdx1 in zebrafish severely
impairs endocrine and exocrine pancreas formation (244,245), similar to the phenotype of Pdx1knockout mice (46,47). Knockdown of ptf1a in zebrafish impairs endocrine and exocrine
formation, although it does not affect dorsal pancreatic bud formation which is solely comprised
of endocrine cells (246,247). Similarly in mice, a subset of endocrine cells appear in Ptf1a
knockout animals; however, endocrine and exocrine development are severely compromised
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(72,73), suggesting that Ptf1a has similar roles in mouse and zebrafish. Sox9b is expressed in the
early zebrafish hepatopancreatic endoderm, in the anterior pdx1-expressing domain, which marks
both the dorsal pancreas and the prospective ventral pancreas (248). Sox9 expression in the early
pancreatic rudiment is also found in the mammalian pancreas (249). Similar to Sox9 ablation in
the mouse pancreas, sox9b homozygous mutant zebrafish show a reduction in pancreatic ductal
cells and endocrine cells (248,249). However, the formation of acinar cells in the sox9b mutant
zebrafish are unaffected, while Sox9 ablation in the mouse pancreas leads to a severe reduction in
acinar tissue (248,249), suggesting species differences in acinar cell formation.

Figure 1-4 Zebrafish pancreatic cell lineages
Diagram of key secreted molecules (blue) and transcription factors (black) in regulating zebrafish
pancreas development. Modified from (239).
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One surprising difference in the developmental islet transcriptional cascade is ngn3, which
while essential for endocrine cell development in mammals, is dispensable in zebrafish pancreas
endocrine formation. Ngn3 is not expressed in the developing zebrafish pancreas, and ngn3 null
mutants do not display any defects in zebrafish endocrine development (250,251). Instead, another
bHLH transcription factor, ascl1b, works with neurod1 to regulate endocrine formation (250).
Indeed, morpholino knockdown of ascl1b and neurod1 completely impairs endocrine formation a more severe phenotype than single knockdown of ascl1b or neurod1 in which some endocrine
cells still form (250,252). Beyond endocrine specification, the beta-cell transcriptional factor
program appears to be conserved between mammals and zebrafish. For example, mnx1 knockdown
in zebrafish display a significant reduction in the number of beta-cells (253,254), a phenotype
similar to Mnx1 mutant mice which exhibit a significant decrease in beta-cell numbers (255,256).
Zebrafish knockdown studies of nkx2.2a (257) or nkx6.2 (258), a homolog and functional
equivalent to mouse Nkx6-1, show impairments in the formation of dorsally and ventrally-derived
beta-cells, phenotypes similar to mouse gene knockout studies (259–261). Pax6b knockdown in
zebrafish leads to a significant reduction in beta-cells and alpha-cells, while significant increase in
the number of ghrelin-producing cells are observed (262), a similar phenotype to Pax6 mutant
mice (263).
The antagonist action of Arx and Pax4 that control the ratio of alpha-cells and beta/deltacell in mouse (264) are also important in zebrafish, albeit solely in alpha-cell formation (265).
Knockdown of arx in zebrafish embryos leads to a significant decrease in alpha-cell number and
a significant increase in pax4 expression, similar to what is observed in Arx mutant mice (264).
Knockdown of pax4 causes an increase in alpha-cell number and an increase in arx expression;
however, there is no significant alterations in beta-cell or delta-cell numbers (265), a contrast to
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mouse Pax4 mutant mice which show significant decreases in both of these endocrine cell
populations (264,266).
Knockdown of isl genes in zebrafish results in a significant reduction in dorsal bud derived
endocrine cell numbers, although ventral bud derived endocrine cells can still form (267).
Similarly, gut explants of Isl1 mutant mice display dorsal pancreatic bud agenesis and loss of the
first wave of endocrine cells, although the ventral pancreatic bud is still able to form (123).
Altogether, the conservation of pancreas transcriptional pathways has defined zebrafish as a unique
and powerful model to investigate molecular mechanisms important in pancreatic endocrine
development.

1.4.4

Beta-cell heterogeneity in zebrafish
Beta-cells arise from the dorsal and ventral pancreatic buds. The dorsal and the ventral

pancreatic progenitors are specified at different developmental time points. The dorsal pancreatic
bud is specified early during somitogenesis, with the first insulin-expressing cells appearing at
around 14 hpf (herein termed primary beta-cells) (221,268). Progenitors destined to constitute the
ventral pancreatic bud are specified after mid-somitogenesis, between 21-28 hpf (241). The ventral
bud derived beta-cells (herein termed secondary beta-cells) appear later on during development
around 48 hpf. Cell tracking studies have revealed that only medial cells positioned adjacent to the
notochord give rise to the dorsal pancreatic bud, while cells positioned more laterally give rise to
the ventral pancreatic bud, intestine, and liver (234,268), indicating that endocrine cells in the
dorsal and ventral buds come from different precursor populations.
Other work additionally supports this notion that different precursor populations give rise
to primary and secondary endocrine cells. A difference in proliferative activity between the two
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precursor populations was demonstrated when an injection of a H2B-RFP tag at the one cell stage
was able to transiently label the dorsal derived primary beta-cells but not the ventral derived
secondary beta-cells (226,267). Primary beta-cells were able to retain the label for the first 12 days,
suggesting limited proliferative capacity during early development. Interestingly, purification
sorting of the primary beta-cells at 12 dpf led the authors to discover that primary beta-cells express
increased levels of cell cycle inhibitors and decreased levels of insulin and mature beta-cell
markers in comparison to secondary beta-cells at 12 dpf (226). Whether primary beta-cells
represent a subpopulation of beta-cells with a distinct molecular signature in the adult pancreas is
unknown. A more recent study found that both primary and secondary beta-cells were glucose
responsive during early development and during the juvenile stages (269), suggesting that despite
potential transcriptional heterogeneity, both populations respond to glucose. Given the difference
in time of formation, the zebrafish provides a unique advantage to differentially label the dorsal
bud derived primary beta-cells and the ventral bud derived secondary beta-cells.

1.4.5

Functional and molecular markers of beta-cell heterogeneity
Molecular and functional beta-cell heterogeneity has recently been described in zebrafish.

One study reported a subpopulation of beta-cells expressing anxa4 (270), while another report
identified beta-cells with high NF-kB signalling activity (271). Age leads to an increase in the
number of beta-cells with high NF-kB signalling activity (271), suggesting that beta-cell
heterogeneity can be influenced with age. More recently, a subpopulation of leader beta-cells have
been identified (272). These leader cells possess a unique transcriptional profile compared to the
more populous follower beta-cells (272). Like in mice, leader beta-cells are first to exhibit a Ca2+
increase in response to glucose, and they coordinate the Ca2+ responses from follower beta-cells
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(117,272). Photoablation of these leader beta-cells, but not follower cells, leads to an abolished
Ca2+ response to glucose (272), suggesting that the leader beta-cells are a functionally distinct betacell population. Investigating the origin and development of these leader cells will be of great
interest in furthering our understanding of beta-cell development and biology.

1.4.6

Modeling diabetes in zebrafish
Type 1 diabetes is characterized by a significant loss in beta-cell mass. Surgical, chemical,

and genetic methods have been utilized in the zebrafish system to model beta-cell destruction.
Using transgenic fluorescent reporter fish to mark the islets, pancreatectomy has been utilized by
several groups to cause significant beta-cell loss in adult zebrafish (218,219). However, due to the
technical difficulty, this method is not commonly used. Chemical ablation via STZ or alloxan are
alternative ways to destroy beta-cells. Alloxan administration in zebrafish larvae has shown the
selective ablation of beta-cells (273,274). Intraperitoneal injections of STZ causes significant betacell destruction, observed by increases in fasting blood glucose and reduced insulin levels
(219,275,276). Multiple STZ injections over 4 weeks to achieve hyperglycemia leads to diabetes
complications including retinopathy and impaired fin regeneration (275–277). However, the
toxicity of these compounds can be a concern (278,279). Genetic models for beta-cell destruction
are most commonly used in zebrafish to model beta-cell loss observed in type 1 diabetes. Several
beta-cell ablation models have been created including beta-cell specific inducible expression of a
truncated Bid protein, tBid (280), and the beta-cell specific expression of DTA (281). However,
the most common beta-cell ablation system is the nitroreductase/metronidazole system. In this
system, beta-cell specific expression of the bacterial gene nfsB, which encodes for the enzyme
nitroreductase (NTR), converts the prodrug metronidazole (MTZ) into a cytotoxic compound
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resulting in rapid beta-cell death (218,282–284). Remarkably, adult zebrafish are able to normalize
blood glucose levels and regenerate their beta-cells within 3 weeks of beta-cell ablation (218,219).
This rapid tissue regeneration make zebrafish an attractive model to investigate the cellular and
molecular pathways involved during beta-cell renewal.
Models of type 2 diabetes in zebrafish have also been created through nutritional and
genetic methods. Diet induced obesity caused by high fat diet or overfeeding leads to significant
increases in body weight, adipose tissue, insulin resistance, elevated fasting blood glucose, and
impaired glucose tolerance (285–288). Immersion of adult zebrafish in 2% glucose solutions leads
to elevated blood glucose levels, impaired response to exogenous insulin, and diabetic
complications such as retinopathy and impaired wound healing (289–291). Genetic models of
insulin resistance, a major driver in type 2 diabetes, have also been created. For example, liver
specific CRISPR/Cas9 knockdown of the insulin receptors (IRa and IRb) resulted in postprandial
hyperglycemia (292). The transgenic expression of dominant negative Igf1 receptor in skeletal
muscle of zebrafish results in impaired glucose uptake and blunted Akt phosphorylation, indicative
of impaired insulin signalling in the skeletal muscle (293). Given that insulin resistance is believed
to be a major driver for type 2 diabetes, these skeletal and liver insulin resistance zebrafish models
may be helpful in dissecting the progression of type 2 diabetes. Overall zebrafish is a powerful
model to gain an understanding of normal physiology as well as insight into beta-cell regeneration
and the pathophysiology of diabetes.

1.4.7

Zebrafish beta-cell regeneration
Relative to mammals, zebrafish have a high capacity for beta-cell pancreatic regeneration.

Regardless of the ablation method used (surgical, chemical, or genetic), upon extreme beta-cell
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destruction in adult zebrafish animals (>90%), blood glucose levels are restored to control levels
within a week, and beta-cell mass is comparable to controls within three weeks after ablation
(218,219). The mechanism of beta-cell regeneration is still unclear. Increased proliferation at the
islet periphery is observed in STZ-treated adult zebrafish at 3 days post ablation (dpa) (219). In
the nfsB/MTZ system, lineage tracing of alpha-cells in larval fish have shown alpha-to-beta-cell
transdifferentiation in response to beta-cell ablation (283). This alpha-to-beta-cell conversion was
further enhanced with transgenic overexpression of igfbp1a (294). Sox9b mutants, which display
a significant reduction in the formation of ductal cells, exhibit blunted beta-cell regeneration in
larval fish compared to controls (248), suggesting the contribution of ductal cells to beta-cell
renewal in the larval model. Possible duct-to beta-cell transdifferentiation has also been suggested
in adult zebrafish as there is a significant increase in the number of insulin, nkx6.1 (ductal marker
in the adult) co-expressing cells during beta-cell regeneration in the adult pancreas (295). Increases
in ductal cell proliferation have also been observed during adult beta-cell regeneration (295). More
recently, lineage tracing of centroacinar cells (CACs), a specialized type of ductal cells, revealed
that 43% of new beta-cells arise from CACs after nfsB/MTZ mediated beta-cell ablation (218).
The role of proliferation during beta-cell regeneration is not clear. Similar to rodents,
zebrafish beta-cell proliferation in adult animals is low (~1%) (271). BrdU or EdU labelling during
regeneration shows increases in beta-cell proliferation in regenerating islets (218,282). However,
it is unclear if these proliferating beta-cells come from pre-existing beta-cells or their precursors.
Staining for proliferative markers during STZ-induced adult beta-cell ablation revealed pdx1+ cell
proliferation, but not insulin+ cell proliferation (219). Lineage tracing of pre-existing beta-cells
during beta-cell regeneration would help define the contribution of beta-cell proliferation during
beta-cell renewal. It is possible that the type of regenerative method (proliferation,
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transdifferentiation, or neogenesis) may be dependent on a number of factors including ablation
method, extent of ablation, and age (larvae versus adult). In addition, a combination of regenerative
methods may be important in restoring beta-cell mass. Understanding the cell sources that are
responsible for zebrafish beta-cell development will allow for a better understanding of the
regenerative mechanism(s) used by this model and possibly lead to insights into activating and/or
stimulating these cell sources in mammalian beta-cell renewal.

1.5

Thesis investigation
Zebrafish have emerged as a powerful model to study beta-cell development and

regeneration, and the similarity in pancreas development programs between zebrafish and
mammals suggests that studies in this model system can have broadly applicable insights. This
thesis will provide insight into zebrafish beta-cell development and regeneration in three main data
chapters – characterizing primary and secondary beta-cells arising from the dorsal and ventral
pancreatic bud (Chapter 2), determining the role of endothelial cells in early beta-cell development
(Chapter 3), and investigating the new sources of beta-cells during physiological and regenerative
conditions (Chapter 4).
Our first aim was to determine the contribution of beta-cells arising from the dorsal and
ventral pancreatic bud to adult beta-cell mass and investigate if transcriptome differences exist
between these two populations of pancreatic beta-cells, which has not been previously addressed
in the adult zebrafish. The zebrafish is a good model to study beta-cells arising from different
pancreatic buds as dorsally-derived and ventrally-derived beta-cells arise at different timepoints
during development. We created a Cre/LoxP lineage tracing model to label primary and secondary
beta-cells into adulthood, and we subsequently investigated the transcriptomes of the two
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populations of beta-cells using single cell RNA sequencing in the adult animal. Second, we aimed
to investigate the angiogenic factors necessary for islet vascularization which has not been
previously identified in zebrafish. We used genetic and pharmacological means to inhibit Vegf
signalling and consequently endothelial cell formation during early endocrine development. We
characterized early alpha-cell and beta-cell formation in vessel deficient animals. Finally, we
sought to determine the new sources of beta-cells during physiological and regenerative
conditions. While previous research has utilized lineage tracing models for non-beta-cells, we
utilized our Cre/LoxP lineage tracing model to lineage trace pre-existing beta-cells to assess their
contribution to beta-cell mass during normal physiology and beta-cell regeneration. Collectively,
the studies in this thesis allowed for the development of a useful genetic tool to lineage trace betacells, provide insight into beta-cells arising from the dorsal and ventral pancreatic bud, elucidate
the angiogenic factors necessary for islet vascularization and the role of endothelial cells in early
beta-cell development, and clarify the new sources of beta-cells during aging and regeneration.
These findings highlight the zebrafish as a model to study beta-cell development and regeneration.
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Chapter 2: Primary and secondary beta-cells contribute to principal islet
mass and they share similar transcriptional profiles

2.1

Background
The pancreas develops from dorsal and ventral buds that eventually fuse during embryonic

development to form one organ. In mammals, both the dorsal and ventral pancreatic bud give rise
to exocrine and endocrine tissues. Because of the surrounding tissues, different signals induce the
dorsal and ventral pancreatic buds (36–40). For example, signals from the aortic endothelium
induce the formation of the Pdx1 and Ptf1a-expressing dorsal pancreatic bud, whereas
development of the ventral pancreas is not dependent on cues from the endothelium (69,71). The
dorsal pancreatic bud eventually generates the superior part of the head, the body, and the tail of
the pancreas, whereas the ventral pancreatic bud give rise to the inferior part of the head and the
uncinate process of the pancreas (118–120). Endocrine composition, vascularization, and
innervation differ between islets in the head and tail of the pancreas (124,296), and functional
differences between regions of the pancreas have been described (119,125). Interestingly, patients
with type 2 diabetes exhibit preferential loss of beta-cells in the head region compared to the tail
region of the pancreas (126). Understanding if developmental differences lead to beta-cell
subpopulations with distinct molecular signatures and/or functions might unravel important
insights into beta-cell biology and dysfunction.
Like mammals, endocrine cells arise from dorsal and ventral pancreatic buds in the
zebrafish. Zebrafish represents a unique model whose rapid, ex-utero development, high fecundity,
ease of genetic manipulation, and transparency during development provide it with distinctive
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advantages over that of other model organisms. Zebrafish beta-cell development is also similar to
mammalian beta-cell development suggesting studies in this system can have broadly applicable
insights. In zebrafish, medial cells directly adjacent to the notochord give rise to the dorsal
pancreatic bud, while the ventral pancreatic bud arises from the more lateral cells (268,297). Dorsal
derived beta-cells (herein termed primary beta-cells) first begin to express insulin at 14 hpf. The
next wave of beta-cells (herein termed secondary beta-cells) appear after 48 hpf and originate
solely from the ventral pancreatic bud. It is thought that the beta-cells that appear after 48 hpf give
rise to the majority of adult beta-cells. It is not known the contribution of the primary beta-cells to
adult beta-cell mass. Transcriptional differences between dorsally-derived primary and ventrallyderived secondary beta-cells have been described at 12 dpf in which primary beta-cells express
significantly less insulin and beta-cell maturation markers in comparison to secondary beta-cells
(226). However, whether primary and secondary beta-cells have distinct molecular signatures in
the adult pancreas is not known. Understanding if ontogeny and time of formation leads to a
distinct molecular signature in beta-cells may give us insight into the development of beta-cell
heterogeneity.
In this Chapter, we took advantage of the difference in time of formation between the early
appearing dorsal pancreatic bud and later appearing ventral pancreatic bud in order to differentiate
between primary and secondary beta-cells. We developed a novel Cre/LoxP genetic lineage tracing
model to track primary beta-cells during larval and adult stages and we performed single cell RNA
sequencing to determine if transcriptional differences exist between primary and secondary betacells in the adult pancreas.
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2.2

Methods

Zebrafish lines
Adult zebrafish were housed in a ZEBTEC zebrafish housing system (Tecniplast,
Buguggiate, Varese, Italy) at 28 °C in a 14 hr light/10 hr dark cycle. Larvae and juvenile zebrafish
(up until 1-month post fertilization) were fed with Gemma micro-150 (Skretting, Westbrook, ME,
USA) once daily and artemia twice daily (Aquatic Eco-Systems, Apopka, FL, USA). Adults were
fed Gemma micro-300 (Skretting) once daily and artemia (Aquatic Eco-Systems) twice daily.
Fertilized eggs were collected from adult zebrafish and placed in E3 media (5 mM NaCl, 0.17 mM
KCl, 0.33 mM CaCl2•2H2O, 0.33 mM MgSO4) at 28°C in an incubator with a 14 hr light /10 hr
dark cycle. The following zebrafish lines were used in experiments: Tg(actb2:LOXP-STOPLOXP-DsRedEx)sd5 (298), Tg(hsp70l:mCherry-T2A-CreERT2)tud104 (299), Tg(-1.5hsp70l:Cre)vu297
(300), Tg(-3.5ubb:CreERT2, myl7:EGFP)cz1702 (301), and Tg(ins:nfsB-Flag, cryaa:mCherry)s950
(abbreviated Tg(ins:nfsB)). The Tg(ins:nfsB) line was a kind gift from Christian Helker. We
genotyped the Tg(actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) line by performing RT-PCR on DsRed
(forward primer: 5’- GTAATGCAGAAGAAGACTATGGGCTGGGAG-3’; reverse primer: 5’ATGTCCAGCTTGGAGTCCACGTAGTAGTAG-3’).

Generating the Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP), Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:
LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:nfsB-T2A-RFP), and Tg(ins:FRT:nfsB-T2A-EGFP:LOXP:
IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP) lines
To create our novel transgenic lines, we utilized Golden Gate cloning (302). Due to the
complexity of the transgenes, we divided the transgenes into 3 modules whereby these modules
would be eventually ligated together to produce the final DNA constructs (Figure 2-1A,B). All
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cloning pieces were amplified using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (Life Technologies,
Carlsbad, CA, F530S) with specific primers listed in Table 2.1. Primers contained BsmB1, Bsa1,
or Bbs1 cut sites on the 5’ ends (underlined). The IRES sequence was amplified from the p3EIRES-EGFP from the Tol2Kit (303,304) and FLP sequence was amplified from pCAG-Flpe.
pCAG-Flpe

was

a

gift

from

Connie

Cepko

(Addgene

plasmid

#13787;

http://n2t.net/addgene:14797; RRID:Addgene 13787). The pieces were ligated into modified
pBluescript vectors, transformed into NEB® 5-alpha Competent E. coli following the
manufacturer’s instructions (New England BioLabs, C2987H, Ipswich, MA). Vectors were
isolated and subsequently cut with either BsmB1, Bsa1, or Bbs1 to generate complimentary sticky
ends. Cloning pieces were ligated into the appropriate cloning module. Modules were transformed
in NEB® 5-alpha Competent E. coli (New England BioLabs, C2987H), isolated, and cut with the
BsmB1 to generate complementary sticky ends and ligated to a modified Tol2 vector backbone.
Transposase mRNA was generated via the mMESSAGE mMACHINE T7 Transcription Kit as per
the manufacturer’s instructions (Life Technologies, AM1344). Co-injection of 30 pg Tol2 vector
and 30 pg transposase mRNA was performed at the one cell stage in wild-type AB embryos as
previously described (303). Microinjection was performed using a MM-33 micromanipulator
(Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA, USA) and a PicoSpritzer III pressure injector (Parker Hannifin
Corp, Pine Brook, NJ, USA). Founder fish were screened for EGFP or RFP expression at 3 dpf,
raised, and outbred to wild-type AB fish to determine germline transmission.
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Figure 2-1 Cloning strategy to generate novel transgenic lines.
A)
Schematic
of
the
Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP),
Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:nfsB-T2A-RFP), and Tg(ins:FRT:nfsB-T2AEGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP) transgenes. The FRT was placed within the 5’ UTR,
114 bp upstream of the ins ATG start codon. The UTR refers to the endogenous sequence that is
114 bp upstream of the ins ATG start codon. The UTR was added upstream of EGFP; as such, any
sequences that may be involved with 5' capping of the RNA or with ribosome recognition of the
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start codon would be present. B) Maps of plasmid modules flanked by BsmB1 cut sites that were
used to generate the final transgenes observed in A).
Table 2-1 Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:pA:nfsB-T2A-RFP) transgene
primer sequences
Target
1.0 kb ins
promoter

Forward Primer
CACACAGGTCTCAGCCAATTTAA
CTTCAGCCCACAGTC

Reverse Primer
CACACAGGTCTCACAGAGGCGAG
GAATGGTG

FRT oligo

TCTGGAAGTTCCTATACTTTCTA
GAGAATAGGAA

GAAGTTCCTATTCTCTAGAAAGT
ATAGGAACTTC

ins 5’
UTR

CACACAGGTCTCACTTCGAGAAC CACACAGGTCTCAGGTCACACTG
AGGTGAGTGTC
ACACAAACACA

EGFP for
Mod 1A

CACACAGGTCTCAGACCATGGTG CACACACGTCTCATGATCTTGTA
AGCAAGGGCG
CAGCTC

EGFP for
Mod 1B

CACACAGGTCTCACCCTATGGTG
AGCAAGGGCG

CACACACGTCTCATGATCTTGTA
CAGCTC

5’ loxP
oligo

ATCAATAACTTCGTATAGCATAC
ATTATACGAAGTTATGCCCCT

GGAGAGGGGCATAACTTCGTATA
ATGTATGCTATACGAAGTTAT

IRES

CACACAGGTCTCACTCCCTCCCC
CCCCCCTAACGTTA

CACACAGGTCTCATGTGGCCATA
TTATCATCGTGTTTTTC

FLP

CACACAGGTCTCACACAATGCCA CACACAGGTCTCATCAGCTAAAT
CAATTT
GCGTCT

SV40pA
#1

CACACAGGTCTCACTGAGATCAT
AATCAGCCATACCACA

CACACAGGTCTCATGCTAGTTTG
GACAAACCACAACTAGAATG

3’ loxP
oligo

AGCAATAACTTCGTATAGCATAC
ATTATACGAAGTTAT

GCATATAACTTCGTATAATGTAT
GCTATACGAAGTTAT

SV40pA
#2

CACACAGGTCTCAATGCGATCAT
AATCAGCCATACCACA

CACACAGGTCTCACAGAAGTTTG
GACAAACCACAACTAGAATG

nfsB

CACACAGGTCTCAGACCATGGAT CACACAGGTCTCATGCCCACTTC
ATCATTTCTGTCGCCTTAAAG
GGTTAAGGTGATGTTTTGCG
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T2A oligo

GGCAGCGGAGAGGGCAGAGGAA AGGGCCGGGATTCTCCTCCACGT
GTCTTCTAACATGCGGTGACGTG CACCGCATGTTAGAAGACTTCCT
GAGGAGAATCCCGG
CTGCCCTCTCCGC

RFP for
Mod 3A

CACACACGTCTCACCCTATGGTG
TCTAAG

RFP for
Mod 3B

CACACACGTCTCAGACCATGGTG CACACACGTCTCAGTTGAGTCCG
TCTAAG
GAATT

SV40pA
#3

CACACAGGTCTCACAACGATCAT CACACAGGTCTCAAGTTTGGACA
AATCAGCCATACCACA
AACCACAACTAGAATG

CACACACGTCTCAGTTGAGTCCG
GAATT

Generating the Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2) line
Primers were designed to amplify 1.0 kb of the zebrafish insulin promoter, EGFP, and
CreERT2 with a SV40 poly adenylation site. Pieces were amplified with Phusion High-Fidelity
DNA Polymerase (Life Technologies, F530S). Primers included BsaI or BbsI cut sites on the 5’
ends (underlined) (Table 2-2). pCAG-CreERT2 was a gift from Connie Cepko (Addgene plasmid
# 14797; http://n2t.net/addgene:14797; RRID:Addgene 14797) (305). The amplified products
were cut with BsaI or BbsI to generate complimentary sticky ends, purified, and ligated to a
modified Tol2 backbone (304) (Figure 2-2A,B). Transposase mRNA was generated via the
mMESSAGE mMACHINE T7 Transcription Kit as per the manufacturer instructions (Life
Technologies, AM1344). Co-injection of 30 pg Tol2 vectors and 30 pg transposase mRNA was
performed at the one cell stage in wild-type AB embryos as previously described (303). Founder
fish were screened for EGFP expression at 3 dpf, raised, and bred to determine germline
transmission. Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2) F1 lines were raised and backcrossed to wild-type AB
strain 3 times before crossing to the Tg(actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) line (298).
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Figure 2-2 Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2) transgene and plasmid map
A) Schematic of the Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2) transgene. B) Map of the Tol2 plasmid with
the ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 insert which is flanked by transposon terminal sequences (Tol2).
Table 2-2 Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2) transgene primer sequences
Target

Forward Primer

1.0 kb ins CACACAGGTCTCAGCCAATTTAA
promoter
CTTCAGCCCACAGTC

Reverse Primer
CACACAGGTCTCAGGTCACACTG
ACACAAACACA

EGFP

CACACAGGTCTCAGACCATGGTG CACACAGGTCTCAAGGGCCGGGA
AGCAAGGGCG
TTCTCCTCCACGTCACCGCATGTT
AGAAGACTTCCTCTGCCCTCTCC
GCTCTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGC
(primer contains the viral T2A)

CreERT2

CACACAGAAGACAACCCTATGT
CCAATTTACTGACCGTACACC

CACACAGAAGACAAGTTGACAA
ACCACAACTAGAATGCAGTG

Chemical treatments and heat shock
(Z)-4-Hydroxytamoxifen (4-OHT) (Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON, Canada H7904) was
dissolved in DMSO to 10 mM and stored at -20°C. Embryos were treated with 10 μM 4-OHT or
0.1% DMSO in E3 media from 12-42 hpf or 2-8 hpf. The embryos were kept at 28°C in the dark
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during 4-OHT administration. For 4-OHT removal, we placed embryos in fresh E3 media for 5
minutes and repeated this step with fresh E3 media at least 5 times. For beta-cell ablation studies,
10 mM MTZ or 0.1% DMSO in E3 media was administered from 12-30 hpf and embryos were
kept from light. Embryos were washed with fresh E3 media 5 times to remove MTZ. For mannitol
and glucose administration, 6 dpf larvae were placed in E3 media containing 0.5% or 2% w/v
glucose or 2% w/v mannitol. Glucose or mannitol was removed after 8 hrs or after 2 days and fish
were sacrificed at 6.5 dpf or 8 dpf. Animals that were treated from 6-8 dpf with glucose, mannitol
or control (E3 solution) were fed once at 6.5 dpf, and solutions were refreshed at 7 dpf. For heat
shock treatments, embryos were placed in 50 mL conical tube in 38ºC pre-heated E3 media. They
were placed in a 38ºC water bath for one hour before being placed in fresh E3 media or 10 μM 4OHT.

Cell dissociation and FACS
For isolating adult primary and secondary beta-cells, the principal islet was dissected from
2.5-3 month old adult Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) fish and
digested as previously described (306). Briefly, adult pancreata were digested in 1.4 mg/ml
collagenase-P at 37°C for 20 min, pelleted, and resuspended in 0.05% trypsin/HBSS at 37°C for
15 min. To stop digestion, 5% fetal bovine serum was added. Dispersed cells were filtered through
a 40 µm filter and subsequently sorted based on EGFP expression using BD Influx Cell Sorter (BD
Biosciences, Mississauga, ON, Canada).

Single-cell RNA sequencing library generation
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The principal islet was isolated from 40 Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXPSTOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) 2.5 month old adult zebrafish. Single-cell RNA sequencing was done
using the Chromium Single-Cell 3′ Reagent version 2 kit and Chromium Single-Cell Controller
(10x Genomics, CA). In short, 10,000 cells were loaded onto a 10x Genomics Single Cell 3′
Chip, and cDNA synthesis and library construction were performed as per the manufacturer's
protocol for the Chromium Single Cell 3′ v2 protocol (10x Genomics). Libraries are loaded into
the NextSeq 500 System for a 75-cycle sequencing run.

Single cell data analysis
Following sequencing, cellranger mkfastq (10X Genomics) was used to generate FASTQ
files from the raw sequencing data. Cell ranger count aligned to reference zebrafish genome
(GRCz11) generated single-cell counts. Zebrafish reference genome was annotated to include
DsRed and GFP sequence. Scater was used to filter out low quality cells (307). Cells with greater
than 5% of mitochondrial DNA and less than 200 expressed features were discarded. Seurat R
package (308,309) was used to identify differentially expressed genes in each cluster, generate
violin plots, and the heat matrix. For our experiment, we selected that for a gene to be differentially
expressed in a cluster, the gene must be expressed in 25% of the cells, have a log fold change of
greater than 0.25, and reach statistical significance of an adjusted p<0.05 as determined by the
Wilcox rank sum test.

Quantitative PCR
For qPCR on adult beta-cells, RNA was isolated from primary DsRed+/EGFP+ beta-cells
or secondary EGFP+ cells using TRIzol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). For qPCR on zebrafish
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embryos, RNA was isolated from 20 whole body zebrafish using TRIzol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA, USA). cDNA was prepared using the iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Invitrogen) and amplified
with SsoFast EvaGreen Supermix (BioRad, Richmond, CA, USA) on a CFX96 Touch™ Real–
Time PCR Detection System (BioRad). The relative expression of each sample was determined
after normalization to elongation factor 1⍺ (ef1⍺). Non-template control reactions and reactions
with genomic DNA, but not cDNA (to determine cDNA primer specificity), were conducted for
each primer set. Primers used are listed in Table 2-3. PCR cycling conditions were as follows: 3min denaturation step at 95 °C, followed by 40 cycles of denaturation at 95 °C for 15 s, annealing
at 55 °C for 15 s, and extension at 72 °C for 25 s.
Table 2-3 RT-qPCR primer sequences
Gene
ef1⍺

Forward Primer
TCAAGGACATCCGTCGTG
GTA

Reverse Primer
ACAGCAAAGCGACCAAG
AGG

Accession
NM_131263

insulin

TCTGCTTCGAGAACAGTG
TG

GGAGAGCATTAAGGCCT
GTG

NM_131056

pdx1

GGGCGCGAGATGTATTTG
TTGA
TCATGCTTTCCTCGCTGT
ATGACT
ATCCTCATGGTGGACCAA
TGGCAAATGGACATGTTG
TCC

CAAATCTCACACGCACGC
ATG
CCACGAAGGGCATGAAA
CTATCA
ATCACCAACCTCGGAGC
GCCGGGCAGTAGAAATT
TCC

NM_131443

TCATGCTTTCCTCGCTGT
ATGACT
CCCCGTAATGCAGAAGA
AGACT
AAGTTCATCTGCACCACC
G

CCACGAAGGGCATGAAA NM_178437
CTATCA
GGCTACTACTACGTGGAC NA
TCCAA
TCCTTGAAGAAGATGGTG NA
CG

TGAACTCTGCACTACAGG
CGTC

GATCCGAGTTACTGAGCA NM_131727
GCC

neurod1
gck
grn2
krt18a.1
DsRed
GFP
sst2

NM_130978
NM_001045385
NM_212756
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gcga

AAGGCGACAGCACAAGC
ACA

GCCCTCTGCATGACGTTT
GACA

NM_001271770

Immunofluorescence
For whole mount larval zebrafish, immunofluorescence was performed as previously
described (310). Briefly, zebrafish embryos were anaesthetized with ethyl 3-aminobenzoate
methanesulfonate (MS222, 0.01% w/v) and then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde overnight at
4°C. Embryos were washed three times with 0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS. The embryos were
blocked for 1 hr in PBS with 5% donkey serum (Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories, West
Grove, PA, USA) and 0.3% Triton X-100. Both primary and secondary antibodies were incubated
overnight at 4°C. Washes were done with 0.1% Tween/PBS for 30 min three times. Antibodies
used were rabbit anti-DsRed (1:200, Clontech, 632496) and goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 594
antibody (1:1000, Life Technologies, A11037). Cell nuclei were visualized with 4′,6-diamidino2-phenylindole (DAPI) DNA stain (1:1000, Thermo Fisher Scientific D1306). Samples were
mounted in 75% glycerol on concave glass slides (EISCO). All fluorescent images were obtained
with a LSM800 Zeiss upright confocal and imaged with a 40X objective. Whole mount tissues
were scanned by confocal microscopy. Cell numbers were counted manually. The Shapiro–Wilk
normality test was used to assess normality of data distribution and when all groups passed the test
for normality, a Student’s t-test or one-way ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc test were used for
statistical analysis for cell counts.
For paraffin embedded sections, the pancreata were dissected out of fish using fine tip
needles and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde overnight at 4℃. Tissues were transferred to 70%
ethanol for long-term storage before paraffin embedding and sectioning (5 µm thickness; Wax-It
Histology Services, Vancouver, Canada). Briefly, sections were deparaffinized in xylene (15
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minutes) and rehydrated in graded ethanol washes (100% 2x5 mins, 95% 5 mins, 70% 5 mins, and
PBS 10 mins). Rehydrated sections underwent heat induced epitope retrieval in an EZ Retriever
microwave oven (BioGenes, Fremont, CA) for 10 minutes at 95°C in 10mM citrate buffer (0.5%
Tween 20, pH 6.0; ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Samples were blocked in DAKO
Protein Block, Serum Free (Dako, Burlington, Canada) for 15 minutes at room temperature and
subsequently incubated with primary antibodies diluted in Dako Antibody Diluent (Dako,
Burlington, Canada) overnight at 4°C. The following primary antibodies were used: mouse antiEGFP (1:100, Millipore Sigma, MAB3580) and rabbit anti-DsRed (1:200, Clontech, 632496). The
following day, slides were washed and incubated in secondary antibodies: goat anti-rabbit Alexa
Fluor 594 antibody (1:1000, Life Technologies, A11037) and goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488
antibody (1:1000, Life Technologies, A11029) for 1 hr at room temperature before mounting with
VECTASHIELD Hard Set Mounting Medium with DAPI (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA,
H-1500). All fluorescent images were obtained with a LSM800 Zeiss upright confocal and imaged
with a 40X objective. Pancreatic sections were cut 20 to 50 µm apart and at least 5 sections per
animal were used in quantification. Cell numbers were counted manually.

2.3

Results

Creation of novel transgenics to differentially label and ablate primary and secondary betacells
To differentially label primary and secondary beta-cells, we generated the
Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP),

Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:

LOXP:FRT:nfsB-T2A-RFP), and Tg(ins:FRT:nfsB-T2A-EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:
RFP) lines. The lines were to be crossed to a ubiquitous Cre driver line. The resulting double
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transgenic would differentially label primary beta-cells (red) and secondary beta-cells (green) after
Cre recombinase activation before 48 hpf (Figure 2-3A). In addition, our transgenics would also
allow for the specific ablation of either the primary or secondary beta-cells (dependent on the
location of the inducible nfsB suicide gene) (Figure 2-1A). The success of this labelling strategy
relies on the efficiency of the FLP and Cre recombinases (Figure 2-3A). The
Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP),
LOXP:FRT:nfsB-T2A-RFP),

and

Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:

Tg(ins:FRT:nfsB-T2A-EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:

FRT:RFP) exhibit FLP recombination, as we observed RFP expression at 32 hpf (Figure 2-3B).
At 120 hpf, most of the beta-cells expressed RFP, suggesting successful FLP recombination
(Figure 2-3B).
We next tested out three different ubiquitous Cre models: Tg(hsp70l:Cre),
Tg(hsp70l:mCherry-T2A-CreERT2), and Tg(-3.5ubb:CreERT2, myl7:EGFP). We crossed our
Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP)

to

either

the

Tg(hsp70l:Cre),

Tg(hsp70l:mCherry-T2A-CreERT2), or the Tg(-3.5ubb:CreERT2, myl7:EGFP) and administered
either heat shock at 30 hpf at 38°C for 1 hr, and/or administered 4-OHT from 31 hpf until 42 hpf,
depending on the Cre line (Figure 2-3C). It has been previously established that around 20 primary
beta-cells and 15 secondary beta-cells are present at 5 dpf (226). Hence, in our initial screening for
successful FLP and Cre recombination, we expected to see similar RFP+ and EGFP+ cell
proportions at 7 dpf. However, our double transgenic lines did not match our predictions. In both
the Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP ; hsp70l:mCherry-T2A-CreERT2) and
the

Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP ; -3.5ubb:CreERT2, myl7:EGFP)

lines, we observed that the majority of beta-cells are RFP+, suggesting unsuccessful Cre
recombination (Figure 2-3D,F). In the Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP ;
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hsp70l:Cre) line, we observed mostly EGFP+ cells, indicating leaky Cre expression from the hsp
promoter during early development (Figure 2-3E).

Figure 2-3 Transgenic model for labelling primary and secondary beta-cells during zebrafish
pancreas development
A) Schematic of the Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP) line crossed to a
ubiquitous Cre driver: 1) insulin promoter drives expression of EGFP and labels primary beta-cells
in green around 14 hours post fertilization (hpf). 2) FLP recombinase removes the expression
cassette containing EGFP and the transcription termination signal. 3) Starting from 24 hpf, the
insulin promoter drives expression of RFP in primary beta-cells with different shades of red,
orange, and yellow depending on the residual amount of cytosolic EGFP. 4) 4-OHT administration
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induces nuclear translocation of CreERT2, leading to subsequent excision of the cassette expressing
FLP, leaving a transcription termination signal in frame after EGFP. 5) Starting from 48 hpf, new
emerging beta-cells (secondary beta-cells) will be labelled in green whereas primary beta-cells
maintain
red
labelling.
B)
FLP
recombination
activity
in
Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP) line at 32 hpf, 60 hpf, and 120 hpf. The
fish were not treated with 4-OHT; hence, the majority of the beta-cells are expected to have FLP
recombination, resulting in RFP expression. C) Experimental timeline for testing out 1)
Tg(ins:FRT:nfsB-T2A-EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP;-3.5ubb:CreERT2,myl7:EGFP),
2) Tg(ins:FRT:nfsB-T2A-EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP ; hsp70l:Cre), and 3)
Tg(ins:FRT:nfsB-T2A- EGFP:LOXP:IRES: FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP; hsp70l:mCherry-T2ACreERT2). D-F) Representative images of an islet at 7 dpf from Tg(ins:FRT:nfsB-T2AEGFP:LOXP:IRES: FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP) crossed to the D) Tg(-3.5ubb:CreERT2, myl7:EGFP),
E) Tg(hsp70l:Cre), and F) Tg(hsp70l:mCherry-T2A-CreERT2). For E) and F) embryos were heat
shocked at 38°C for 1 hr starting at 30 hpf. 10 µM 4-OHT was administered to embryos from D)
24-42 hpf or F) 31-42 hpf. Images were taken with Zeiss Axio Zoom.V16 stereo microscope. n =
10.

To better characterize the Cre lines, we crossed the Tg(hsp70l:Cre), Tg(hsp70l:mCherryT2A-CreERT2),

or

the

Tg(-3.5ubb:CreERT2,

Tg(act2b:LOXP:STOP:LOXP:DsRedEx).

In

myl7:EGFP)
the

to

the

existing

Tg(hsp70l:Cre

;

act2b:LOXP:STOP:LOXP:DsRedEx), we expected DsRed expression only upon heat shock.
However, we found that at 28.5°C and 24°C, DsRed expression was evident in a subset of 24 hpf
embryos, suggesting leaky activation of the hsp70l promoter. Leaky activation of the hsp70l
promoter has been previously described in other transgenic lines (299) (Figure 2-4A,B). In the
Tg(hsp70l:mCherry-T2A-CreERT2 ; act2b:LOXP:STOP:LOXP:DsRedEx) double transgenic line,
heat shock at 38°C for 1 hr induced mCherry expression, suggesting activation of the heat shock
promoter (Figure 2-4C-E). We found that mCherry expression was variable between individuals
(Figure 2-4D,E). When we stained for DsRed and insulin at 6 dpf, we are unable to detect DsRed
expression in the insulin-producing cells, suggesting that the hsp70l promoter was not induced in
the

beta-cells

(Figure

2-4F).

In

the

Tg(-3.5ubb:CreERT2,

myl7:EGFP

;
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act2b:LOXP:STOP:LOXP:DsRedEx), we administered 4-OHT from 24 until 42 hpf. We observed
stochastic expression of DsRed at 5 dpf (Figure 2-4G); however, DsRed expression was not found
in the insulin-expressing cells (Figure 2-4H). Overall, these results suggested that Tg(3.5ubb:CreERT2, myl7:EGFP), Tg(hsp70l:Cre), and Tg(hsp70l:mCherry-T2A-CreERT2) were not
appropriate Cre lines to use with our Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP),
Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:nfsB-T2A-RFP), and Tg(ins:FRT:nfsB-T2AEGFP:LOXP:IRES: FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP) transgenic lines.

Figure 2-4 The efficiency of Cre recombination in 3 separate Cre transgenic lines
A-B) Tg(hsp70l:Cre ; act2b:LOXP:STOP:LOXP:DsRedEx) 24 hpf embryos at 28.5°C and 24°C.
No
heat
shock
was
applied.
C-E)
Tg(hsp70l:mCherry-T2A-CreERT2
;
act2b:LOXP:STOP:LOXP:DsRedEx) 48 hpf embryos that received C) no heat shock or D-E) heat
shock at 38.0°C for 1 hr at 30 hpf. F) Tg(hsp70l:mCherry-T2A-CreERT2 ; act2b:LOXP:
STOP:LOXP:DsRedEx) 6 dpf fish that was heat shocked at 38°C for 1 hr at 30 hpf and treated
with 4-OHT from 31-42 hpf. Fish is stained for insulin (green) and DsRed (red). G-H) Tg(3.5ubb:CreERT2, myl7:EGFP ; act2b:LOXP:STOP:LOXP:DsRedEx) fish were treated with 10
µM 4-OHT from 24-42 hpf and stained for insulin (green) and DsRed (red). n = 10-20.
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Creation of the Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2) line
We next generated a tamoxifen-inducible Cre/LoxP system under the control of the insulin
promoter in order to label primary beta-cells. In this model, the insulin promoter drives the
expression of EGFP and CreERT2, and hence all beta-cells should express EGFP and CreERT2
(Figure 2-5A). The Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2) faithfully labels all beta-cells (Figure 2-5B). We
crossed the Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2) to the existing reporter line Tg(actb2:LOXP-STOPLOXP-DsRedEx) (298) to create the double transgenic Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXPSTOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) line. In the absence of 4-OHT, beta-cells would solely express EGFP. In
the presence of 4-OHT, beta-cells would express EGFP and DsRed (Figure 2-5A).

Figure 2-5 The Cre/LoxP-based lineage tracing system for labelling primary and secondary
beta-cells
A) Schematic of the Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) fish.
Administration of 4-OHT will allow for recombination of LoxP sites, thus excising the STOP
cassette and allowing for DsRed expression under the ubiquitous actb2 promoter. B)
Representative image of an islet from an 8 month old adult Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2) fish
immunostained for GFP (green), insulin (red) and DAPI nuclear stain (DNA; grey). Scale bar =
20 µm.
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Primary beta-cells are present in the principal islet in the developing and adult pancreas
To label the primary beta-cells but not the secondary beta-cells with the DsRed label in the
Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) line, we first determined the
ideal time for 4-OHT administration and removal. We administered 4-OHT from 2-8 hpf (6 hours
before the onset of insulin expression in the primary beta-cells at 14 hpf). The removal of 4-OHT
6 hours before the appearance of primary beta-cells allowed us to determine if 6 hours was
sufficient for drug removal to thereby restrict Cre recombination in beta-cells. We found no
DsRed+ beta-cells at 5 dpf, indicating that washing out 4-OHT effectively prevents Cre
recombination (Figure 2-6A,B).

Figure 2-6 Removal of 4-OHT 6 hours before beta-cell appearance does not label beta-cells
A) 4-OHT was administered from 2-8 hpf. Confocal projection of Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ;
actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) fish at 5 dpf ; beta-cells (green). Embryos were stained for
DsRed (red) and DAPI nuclear stain (DNA; grey). Scale bar = 20 µm. B) The number of
DsRed+/EGFP+ and EGFP+ beta-cells in 5 dpf Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOPLOXP-DsRedEx) fish treated with 4-OHT from 2-8 hpf. Box-and-whisker plots show median, and
circles represent individual zebrafish. n = 12.
To label primary beta-cells, we administered 4-OHT from 12 until 42 hpf (approximately
6 hours before the formation of the secondary beta-cells (247)) to Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ;
actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) embryos (Figure 2-7A). In this model, primary beta-cells
would express both EGFP and DsRed, while any beta-cell forming after 4-OHT removal
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(secondary beta-cells) would solely express EGFP (Figure 2-7B). At 5 dpf, we found 19.4±1.3
primary beta-cells (DsRed+/EGFP+) (Figure 2-7C). The number of primary beta-cells remained
static during the first twelve days of development while the number of secondary beta-cells
(EGFP+) in the principal islet increased from 5 dpf (17.6±2.4) to 12 dpf (29.7±2.0), a finding
similar to a previous report (226) (Figure 2-7C,D). At 30 dpf, we observed a significant increase
in the number of primary beta-cells (43.9±4.1) compared to 12 dpf (19.2±1.1) and 5 dpf (19.4±1.3),
suggesting that primary beta-cells have the capacity to proliferate during the juvenile stages.
(Figure 2-7C,D). In the adult pancreas, we observed primary beta-cells are located in the principal
islet (Figure 2-7C,E). The primary beta-cells constitute 6.3±2.1% of the principal islet (Figure 27C,E). Interestingly, we observed rare primary (DsRed+) islet cells that do not express EGFP in
the principal islet (Figure 2-7C). In our DMSO controls, we observed rare DsRed+ beta-cells
(0.8±0.19%) in the principal islet at the adult stages, an indication of leaky CreERT2 activation
(Figure 2-7C,G) which has been described in other systems (299,311–314).

Figure 2-7 Primary beta-cells are present in larval and adult principal islets
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A) Experimental timeline for lineage tracing primary and secondary beta-cells in Tg(ins:EGFPT2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) fish. 4-OHT was administered from 12-42
hpf in order to label primary beta-cells with DsRed. B) Schematic for lineage tracing primary betacells. Primary beta-cells appear between 14-24 hpf. By administering 4-OHT from 12-42 hpf,
primary beta-cells are labelled with DsRed while secondary beta-cells which appear after 48 hpf
would solely express EGFP. C) Confocal projections of 4-OHT or DMSO-treated Tg(ins:EGFPT2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) fish at 5, 12, and 30 dpf immunostained for
DsRed (red) and DAPI nuclear stain (DNA; grey). Scale bar = 20 µm. At 3 months, islets were
isolated, sectioned, and immunostained for GFP (green), DsRed (red) and DAPI nuclear stain
(DNA; grey). Arrowheads indicate DsRed+/EGFP+ cells. Arrow indicates DsRed+/EGFP- cell.
D) The number of DsRed+ primary beta-cells (red squares) and secondary beta-cells (green circles)
in 4-OHT treated 5, 12, and 30 dpf Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXPDsRedEx) fish. Statistical analysis was performed using a one-way ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc
testing. *p<0.05 relative to 5 dpf timepoint. E) The frequency (%) of DsRed+ primary beta-cells
(red squares) and secondary beta-cells (green circles) to total beta-cell number per principal islet
section in 4-OHT treated 3 month Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXPDsRedEx) fish. F) The number of DsRed+ beta-cells (red squares) and EGFP+ beta-cells (green
circles) in DMSO-treated 5, 12, and 30 dpf Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOPLOXP-DsRedEx) fish. G) The frequency (%) of DsRed+ beta-cells (red squares) and EGFP+ betacells (green circles) to total beta-cell number per principal islet section in DMSO-treated 3 month
old Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) fish. Box-and-whisker
plots show median, circles and squares represent individual zebrafish. n = 3-17.
Increase in beta-cell number in response to glucose
It has previously been shown that glucose can increase beta-cell number in zebrafish
(315,316). We treated Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx)
embryos with 4-OHT from 12-42 hpf to label primary beta-cells with DsRed. We then immersed
fish in 0.5% glucose, 2% glucose, or 2% mannitol (osmolarity control) for 8 hrs starting at 6 dpf
and quantified primary and secondary beta-cell number at 6.5 dpf (Figure 2-8A). We observed that
animals in the 2% glucose bath had a significant increase in the number of beta-cells (51.2±1.6) in
comparison to the unfed control (40.5±2.0), 2% mannitol controls (44.0±2.1), and 0.5% glucose
bath (44.6±3.6) (Figure 2-8B). This increase was not due to increases in primary beta-cell number
as we observed no significant increases in the total number of DsRed+ cells in the 2% glucose bath
(20.5±1.2) compared to 0.5% glucose bath (17.0±2.4), unfed control (18.1±0.9), and 2% mannitol
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control (18.9±1.9) (Figure 2-8C,D). We observed a significant increase in the number of secondary
beta-cells in fish exposed to a 2% glucose bath (30.5±1.5) in comparison to unfed control
(22.3±2.0), 0.5% glucose bath (27.6±2.7), and 2% mannitol control (25.1±1.9) (Figure 2-8C,D).

Figure 2-8 Glucose bath from 6-6.5 dpf leads to increases in total beta-cell number
A) Experimental timeline for lineage tracing primary and secondary beta-cells during a 0.5%
glucose, 2% mannitol, or 2% glucose bath. 4-OHT was administered from 12 until 42 hpf in order
to label primary beta-cells with DsRed. Fish were immersed in control (E3) solution, 0.5% glucose,
2% mannitol, or 2% glucose bath for 8 hrs starting at 6 dpf. Animals were imaged at 6.5 dpf. B)
The total number of beta-cells in 6.5 dpf Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXPDsRedEx) fish in control solution, 0.5% glucose, 2% mannitol, or 2% glucose bath. C) The number
of primary beta-cells (red boxes) and secondary beta-cells (green circles) in 6.5 dpf Tg(ins:EGFPT2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) fish in control solution, 0.5% glucose, 2%
mannitol, or 2% glucose bath. Box-and-whisker plots show median, circles and squares represent
individual zebrafish. B,C) Statistical analysis was performed using a one-way ANOVA with
Tukey post-hoc testing. *p<0.05 relative to control. D) Confocal projections of Tg(ins:EGFP-T2ACreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) fish at 6.5 dpf immunostained for DsRed (red);
beta-cells (green), primary beta-cells (red) and DAPI nuclear stain (DNA; grey). Scale bar = 20
µm. n = 7-19.
We questioned if longer exposure to 2% glucose could significantly increase primary betacells numbers. We exposed the 4-OHT-treated Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP55

LOXP-DsRedEx) to a 2% glucose or mannitol bath from 6-8 dpf (Figure 2-9A). At 8 dpf, there is
a significant increase in total beta-cell number in response to 2% glucose (58.8 ± 2.2) compared
to the control group (50.4±2.3) and 2% mannitol control (47.8±3.3); however, no significant
increases in primary beta-cell number were observed between the control group (23.2±0.8), 2%
mannitol group (23.2±1.4), or fish immersed in 2% glucose (26.3±2.2), suggesting that 2% glucose
does not significantly increase primary beta-cell number during early development (Figure 2-9BD). We observed a significant increase in the number of secondary beta-cells (32.6±2.3) in fish
exposed to a 2% glucose bath in comparison to the control group (27.2±2.4) and 2% mannitol
control (24.7±3.5) (Figure 2-9C,D).

Figure 2-9 Glucose bath from 6-8 dpf leads to increases in total beta-cell number
A) Experimental timeline for lineage tracing primary and secondary beta-cells during a 2%
mannitol or 2% glucose bath. 4-OHT was administered from 12-42 hpf in order to label primary
beta-cells with DsRed. Fish were immersed in control (E3) solution, 2% mannitol, or 2% glucose
bath for 2 days starting at 6 dpf. Animals were imaged at 8 dpf. B) The total number of beta-cells
in 8 dpf Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) fish in control
solution, 2% mannitol, or 2% glucose bath. C) The number of primary beta-cells (red boxes) and
secondary beta-cells (green circles) in 8 dpf Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOPLOXP-DsRedEx) fish in control solution, 2% mannitol, or 2% glucose bath. Box-and-whisker plots
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show median, circles and squares represent individual zebrafish. B,C) Statistical analysis was
performed using a one-way ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc testing. *p<0.05 relative to control. n =
6-11. D) Confocal projections of Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXPDsRedEx) fish at 8 dpf immunostained for DsRed (red); beta-cells (green), primary beta-cells (red)
and DAPI nuclear stain (DNA; grey). Scale bar = 20 µm.
Ablation of primary beta-cells does not affect delta-cell or alpha-cell formation
We next sought to determine the effect of primary beta-cell ablation during early
development. Using the double transgenic Tg(ins:nfsB-Flag ; ins:TagRFP) line, we administered
10 mM MTZ or 0.1% DMSO from 12 hpf until 30 hpf to Tg(ins:nfsB-Flag ; ins:TagRFP). In this
model, beta-cells expressing the suicide gene nfsB would be ablated upon administration of MTZ
(282). Because we administered MTZ during the development of primary beta-cells (which arise
between 14-24 hpf) and not secondary beta-cells (which arise after 48 hpf), only primary betacells would be ablated. We also administered MTZ from 12 hpf until 30 hpf to Tg(ins:TagRFP)
animals as an additional control (Figure 2-10A). We observed a significant decrease in the number
of RFP+ beta-cells at 3 dpf in MTZ-treated Tg(ins:nfsB-Flag ; ins:TagRFP) (12.6±1.7) compared
to MTZ treated Tg(ins:TagRFP) controls (31.5±1.7) and DMSO treated Tg(ins:nfsB-Flag ;
ins:TagRFP) controls (34.8±1.4) (Figure 2-10B,E). We observed no significant differences in the
number of somatostatin+ cells between DMSO-treated Tg(ins:nfsB-Flag ; ins:TagRFP) controls,
MTZ-treated Tg(ins:TagRFP) controls, and beta-cell ablated animals at 3 dpf (28.0±1.8; 26.5±1.2;
22.7±2.1 respectively) or 5 dpf (41.3±2.5; 45.2±3.1; 42.2±3.6 respectively) (Figure 2-10E,F). We
also observed no significant differences in the number of glucagon+ cells between DMSO-treated
Tg(ins:nfsB-Flag ; ins:TagRFP) controls, MTZ-treated Tg(ins:TagRFP) controls, and the MTZtreated Tg(ins:nfsB-Flag ; ins:TagRFP) fish at 3 dpf (17.6±2.1; 15.2±1.2; 11.2±2.2 respectively)
or 5 dpf (30.6±1.4; 26.8±2.2; 28.2±1.2 respectively) (Figure 2-10D,E). Whole body insulin,
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glucagon, and somatostatin expression at 3 dpf exhibited similar results to cell number counts
(Figure 2-10C). These results suggest that the ablation of the primary beta-cells does not
significantly affect delta-cell or alpha-cell formation.

Figure 2-10 Ablation of primary beta-cells does not lead to significant differences in deltaor alpha-cell number at 3 dpf and 5 dpf
A) Experimental timeline for primary beta-cell ablation. Animals were treated with 0.1% DMSO
or 10 mM MTZ from 12-30 hpf. Fish were imaged at 3 or 5 dpf. B) The total number of beta-cells
in MTZ-treated Tg(ins:nfsB-Flag ; ins:TagRFP) (abbreviated ins:nfsB; ins:TagRFP) beta-cell
ablated fish, MTZ-treated Tg(ins:TagRFP) control fish, and DMSO-treated Tg(ins:nfsB;
ins:TagRFP) fish at 3 and 5 dpf. *p<0.05 relative to the DMSO-treated Tg(ins:nfsB ; ins:TagRFP).
C) Whole body mRNA expression of ins, gcg, and sst2 expression at 3 dpf. *p<0.05 relative to
control by Student’s t-test. D) The total number of glucagon-expressing cells in MTZ-treated
Tg(ins:nfsB; ins:TagRFP) beta-cell ablated fish, MTZ-treated Tg(ins:TagRFP) control fish, and
DMSO-treated Tg(ins:nfsB; ins:TagRFP) fish at 3 and 5 dpf. E) Confocal projections of MTZtreated Tg(ins:nfsB; ins:TagRFP) beta-cell ablated fish, MTZ-treated Tg(ins:TagRFP) control
fish, and DMSO-treated Tg(ins:nfsB; ins:TagRFP) fish at 3 and 5 dpf, immunostained for
glucagon (green), somatostatin (blue), and DAPI nuclear stain (DNA; grey). Scale bar = 20 µm.
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F) The total number of somatostatin-expressing cells in MTZ-treated Tg(ins:nfsB; ins:TagRFP)
beta-cell ablated fish, MTZ-treated Tg(ins:TagRFP) control fish, and DMSO-treated Tg(ins:nfsB;
ins:TagRFP) fish at 3 and 5 dpf. For B), D), and F), statistical analysis was performed using a oneway ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc testing at each timepoint.
Transcriptomes of primary and secondary beta-cells are not different in the adult pancreas
To explore the heterogeneity between beta-cells, we dissected the principal islet in 2.5
month old Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) adult fish, which
had been treated with 4-OHT from 12-42 hpf to label primary beta-cells DsRed+. We performed
fluorescent activated cell sorting (FACS) to isolate EGFP+ beta-cells. Single-cell libraries were
generated using a 10× Genomics Chromium single cell 3′ kit. In total, 4,089 single cells were
sequenced. Low-quality cells were excluded from analysis using Scater and Seurat. Following this,
3,008 cells were clustered using k-nearest neighbor algorithm and visualized using UMAP (Figure
2-11A). Cluster identity was inferred using differentially expressed genes (Figure 2-11H). Insulin
was expressed by all cells, and pdx1 and neurod1 were detectable in the majority of cells (Figure
2-11B-D). A population of beta-cells had detectable gcgb and sst1.1 expression (Figure 211E,F,H). We performed gene enrichment analysis on the 9 clusters to observe if biological
functions were upregulated in certain clusters. We observed that clusters 0, 3, 4, and 6 genes are
enriched (p<0.001) in pathways involved in protein folding responses and stress.
DsRed+ primary beta-cells were not localized in any cluster (Figure 2-11G). We utilized
DsRed expression to identify primary beta-cells in our single cell RNA sequencing data set.
Approximately 6% of the beta-cells are DsRed+. We then compared the transcriptome of the
DsRed+ primary beta-cells and DsRed- cells and found krt18a.1 and grn2 were 1.26-fold and 1.24fold upregulated in the DsRed+ primary beta-cells in comparison to the DsRed- cells. However,
qPCR for krt18a.1 and grn2 in FACS purified DsRed+/EGFP+ primary and DsRed-/EGFP+
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secondary beta-cells indicated no significant differences in gene expression between primary and
secondary beta-cells (Figure 2-12A). There were also no significant differences in ins, neurod1,
pdx1, or gck between primary and secondary beta-cells (Figure 2-12A). These data suggest that
there are minimal differences in gene expression between primary and secondary beta-cells.
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Figure 2-11 Single-cell RNA sequencing analysis of beta-cells from the principal islet
A) UMAP of 9 clusters for all cells positive for EGFP (beta-cells) isolated and dispersed from
Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) 2.5 month old adult zebrafish
that were treated with 4-OHT from 12-42 hpf. B-G) Single cell expression of B) insulin, C) pdx1,
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D) neurod1, E) gcgb, F) sst1.1, and G) DsRed across all clusters. H) Top ten differentially
expressed genes in beta-cell clusters.

Figure 2-12 Relative expression of beta-cell markers, grn2, and krt18a.1 in isolated
DsRed+/EGFP+ primary beta-cells and EGFP+ secondary beta-cells
A) Relative expression of ins, pdx1, neurod1, gck, grn2, krt18a.1, DsRed and GFP in isolated
primary beta-cells (red squares) and secondary beta-cells (green circles) in 3 month old
Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) zebrafish. *p<0.05 by
Student’s t-test.
2.4

Discussion
Dorsal derived primary beta-cells and ventral derived secondary beta-cells arise at different

timepoints during development and from different precursor pools (226,268). In this study, we
sought to characterize the primary beta-cells arising from the dorsal bud and the secondary betacells arising from the ventral bud during development and in the adult pancreas.
We established novel transgenic lines to differentially label and ablate primary and
secondary beta-cells. However, only our Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2) line was chosen for our
labelling experiments. Given the caveats of the Cre driver lines, we were unable to validate the
efficiency

of

our

Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP),

Tg(ins:

FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:nfsB-T2A-RFP), and Tg(ins:FRT:nfsB-T2A-EGFP:
LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP) transgenic lines in labelling primary and secondary beta-cells.
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The issues regarding the ubiquitous Cre driver lines may be partly due to the use of minimal
promoters and random transgene insertion, both of which may cause leaky gene expression. This
may explain the results of the Tg(hsp70l:Cre) line which exhibited leaky activation of the promoter
without heat shock. Leaky expression from the hsp70l promoter has also been previously described
in other transgenic models (299). Dually inducible systems can significantly reduce leakiness,
although transgene expression may still be subject to position-effect variegation (whereby variable
changes (silencing) within the transgene can occur among cells of an organism) and position
effects, both of which are caveats of random integration(s) of the transgenes which occurs during
Tol2 transgenesis (303,304,317). The use of minimal promoters may also affect the ubiquity of
expression from the promoter. This may explain the results we observed in the
Tg(hsp70l:mCherry-T2A-CreERT2) and the Tg(-3.5ubb:CreERT2, myl7:EGFP) lines. Hence,
expression from minimal promoters randomly integrated into the genome may not faithfully
recapitulate endogenous expression. In the future, targeted transgene insertion, particularly at the
endogenous locus, may mitigate the caveats of random insertions generated via the Tol2
transgenesis method.
While

we

were

unable

to

utilize

our

Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:

FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP), Tg(ins:FRT:EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:nfsB-T2A-RFP), and
Tg(ins:FRT:nfsB-T2A-EGFP:LOXP:IRES:FLP:LOXP:FRT:RFP)

transgenic

lines,

our

Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2) showed more promise as a lineage tracing model. We observed that
EGFP expression faithfully recapitulates insulin expression in 8 month old Tg(ins:EGFP-T2ACreERT2) adults. Administration of 4-OHT from 12-42 hpf labelled primary beta-cells with DsRed
in our Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) lineage tracing line. It
should be noted that we observed leaky activation of the CreERT2 in which 0.8% of adult beta63

cells are labelled without the addition of 4-OHT. The leaky CreERT2 activation in the
Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2) transgenic line represents a caveat of this system and interpretation
of our results should be made with this limitation in mind.
We found that during the first 12 days of development, primary beta-cell number is stable
indicating limited replicative capacity. This is consistent with previous findings (226,269). We
observed a significant increase in the number of primary beta-cells at 30 dpf in comparison to 5
and 12 dpf, suggesting that primary beta-cells can proliferate later during development. This
increase in primary beta-cells may be the result of the change in diet at 15 dpf, in which we
incorporate hatched brine shrimp. A previous study has shown that after a switch to a high calorie
diet (hatched brine shrimp) at 15 dpf, beta-cell proliferation increases significantly in comparison
to animals that were fed a low calorie diet (316). Given the proliferative response of beta-cells to
nutrition, we sought to stimulate beta-cell proliferation at an earlier developmental timepoint by
placing beta-cells in a 2% glucose bath. Glucose has been shown to increase beta-cell number in
zebrafish larvae (315,316). We did not observe an increase in the number of primary beta-cells
after an 8 hr or 48 hr 2% glucose bath, although we observed an increase in the number of
secondary beta-cells. These results suggest that a 2% glucose bath cannot significantly increase
primary beta-cell number during early development.
In the adult animal, we observed that 6.3% of the principal islet is composed of DsRed+
beta-cells. A proportion of these DsRed+ cells may represent secondary beta-cells that had leaky
CreERT2 activation at some point during their life cycle. Given that this leaky activation is
infrequent (0.8%), the majority of the DsRed+ beta-cells in the 4-OHT-treated Tg(ins:EGFP-T2ACreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) adult animals represents primary beta-cells. We
performed single cell RNA sequencing to characterize the transcriptome of the primary and
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secondary beta-cells. We did not identify significant differences in the transcriptional profiles of
primary and secondary beta-cells, suggesting that pancreatic origin does not lead to a distinct gene
signature in primary and secondary beta-cells in the adult pancreas. While differences in primary
and secondary beta-cells have been described at 12 dpf (226), experimental differences in time of
sampling (12 dpf and adult) and the experimental models could explain this discrepancy in results.
While we did not detect significant differences between transcriptomes in primary and secondary
beta-cells, we did observe transcriptional heterogeneity between single beta-cells. Clustering
revealed differentially expressed genes between 9 clusters. Gene enrichment analysis revealed that
some clusters had upregulated genes involved in protein folding responses and stress. This isn’t
particularly surprising as it’s been previously shown that insulin production itself is a significant
stress under basal conditions in beta-cells (318). Differential gene expression between clusters may
be due to multiple factors such as cell-to-cell contacts or natural fluctuations in gene expression.
For example, the dynamic nature of gene expression at the Ins2 locus was demonstrated in a live
cell imaging study of dispersed primary beta-cells from Ins2GFP/+ mouse islets, whereby beta-cells
showed bursts of GFP (Ins2 promoter) activity (112). Hence it is possible that the 9 clusters we
identified in our data set are not static populations, but rather represent dynamic beta-cell states.
It is still unclear if there is a biological reason for the early appearance of primary betacells in the zebrafish. We observed that the ablation of the primary beta-cell population does not
lead to any significant changes in delta-cell or alpha-cell number during early pancreas formation,
although we observed a trending decrease (p=0.08) in the alpha-cells. Interestingly, a previous
study found that morpholino knockdown of insulin or blockage of the insulin receptor caused a
decrease in the number of glucagon-expressing cells at 3 dpf (319), suggesting some dependence
of alpha-cell formation on insulin signalling. Insulin signalling during early mouse endocrine
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development has also been shown to play a role in alpha-cell formation. Insulin (Ins1-/-/Ins2-/-)
deficient neonatal mouse islets display a significant decrease in the relative proportion of
glucagon-expressing cells in comparison to Ins1+/+/Ins2+/+ controls (320). While we did not
observe significant differences in alpha-cell formation at 3 dpf, this may be explained by the
appearance of secondary beta-cells after 2 dpf which would not have been ablated in our study.
Assessing alpha-cell formation in our model at an early timepoint before the appearance of
secondary cells would help clarify if the ablation of primary beta-cells has an effect on early alphacell formation. Understanding the role of insulin during islet endocrine formation may be useful
to improve the protocols for differentiating human pluripotent stem cells into functional human
beta-cells in vitro.
In summary, we provide evidence that primary beta-cells are present in the adult principal
islet. While transcriptome heterogeneity exists within the principal islet, the primary and secondary
beta-cells are transcriptionally similar, indicating that ontogeny and time of formation does not
lead to a distinct molecular signature in beta-cells. Our work also establishes a Cre/LoxP lineage
tracing tool that will be useful in tracking beta-cells in future studies.
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Chapter 3: Vegfa/vegfr2 signalling is necessary for zebrafish islet vessel
development, but is dispensable for beta-cell and alpha-cell formation

3.1

Background
The pancreas contains both endocrine and exocrine components. The exocrine pancreas

constitutes the majority of the pancreas and produces digestive enzymes which are delivered to the
duodenum. The endocrine pancreas consists of the islets of Langerhans that are scattered
throughout the exocrine tissue. The primary function of pancreatic islets is to regulate blood
glucose levels through the secretion of hormones. The islet consists of 5 endocrine cells types, the
insulin secreting beta-cells, glucagon secreting alpha-cells, somatostatin secreting delta-cells,
ghrelin secreting epsilon-cells, and the pancreatic polypeptide secreting PP-cells.
Pancreatic islets are highly vascularized. Studies in mice indicate that reciprocal interactions
between endothelial cells and islets are important for proper islet development, maturation, and
function (69,71). During murine embryogenesis, endothelial cells are important in pancreas
specification. The maintenance and induction of key pancreatic transcription factors PDX1 and
PTF1A is dependent on signals from aortic endothelial cells, without which pancreas development
is severely impaired (69–71). In addition to initiating pancreas morphogenesis, endothelial cells
also communicate with mature islet cells. These interactions between islet cells and endothelial
cells are primarily mediated by vascular endothelial growth factor-A (VegfA) signalling (80). Lack
of islet VegfA in the early murine pancreas or in mature beta-cells results in a significant loss of
intra-islet capillaries, impairments in insulin secretion, and glucose intolerance (78–80,321,322).
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While the role of endothelial cells on islet development has been well studied in murine
models, it is less documented in zebrafish. Zebrafish is an ideal organism to study islet vessel
development due to their transparency and rapid ex-utero development. Zebrafish pancreas
development shares many similarities with mammals suggesting that studies within this system
can have broadly relevant insights (236). While it has been previously observed that some insulinexpressing cells still develop in cloche mutants which lack endothelial cells (225), signals involved
in zebrafish islet vascularization and its relationship with islet development are not completely
understood.
In this study, we used a combination of genetic knockdown and pharmaceutical techniques
to assess the role of vegfaa and vegfab in zebrafish islet vessel development and endocrine
pancreas formation. We demonstrate that while Vegfaa/Vegfab-Vegfr2 signalling is necessary for
proper islet vessel development, it is dispensable for the formation of both beta-cells and alphacells.

3.2

Methods

Zebrafish Lines
Adult zebrafish were housed as described in Chapter 2. The following zebrafish lines were
used in experiments in Chapter 3: Tg(fli1a:EGFP)y1 (323) and Tg(-1.2ins:TagRFP)vu514 (315), Tg(1.2ins:htBidTE-ON)vu524 (280), and Tg(-1.2ins:H2BmCherry)vu513 (280). Fertilized eggs were
collected from adult zebrafish and placed in E3 media (5 mM NaCl, 0.17 mM KCl, 0.33 mM
CaCl2•2H2O, 0.33 mM MgSO4) at 28°C in an incubator with a 14 hr light /10 hr dark cycle. After
8 hpf, embryos were treated with 0.003% 1-phenyl-2-thiourea (PTU) in E3 media to inhibit
melanin pigment formation.
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Morpholino and mRNA Injections
Microinjection was performed using a MM-33 micromanipulator (Sutter Instrument,
Novato, CA, USA) and a PicoSpritzer III pressure injector (Parker Hannifin Corp, Pine Brook, NJ,
USA). Morpholinos were obtained from GeneTools LLC (Philomath, OR, USA). We injected
previously described translation blocking morpholinos into one-cell stage embryos: 10 ng of MO1vegfaa translation blocking (5′-GTATCAAATAAACAACCAAGTTCAT-3′) (324), 3 ng of MO1vegfab translation blocking (5’-GGAGCACGCGAACAGCAAAGTTCAT-3’) (325); 4.5 ng of
MO2-kdr translation blocking (5'-TATGCTCTATTAGATGCCTGTTTAA-3') (325), and 4.5 ng
of MO1-kdrl translation blocking (5'-CCGAATGATACTCCGTATGTCAC-3') (326). Our control
was a standard scrambled morpholino (5'- CCTCTTACCTCAGTTACAATTTATA-3') injected at
10 ng. All morpholino injections were repeated three independent times. For H2B-BFP mRNA
injections, we cloned a T7 promoter upstream of a human histone 2B fused to EBFP2. The
pEBFP2-H2B-BFP was a gift from Michael Davidson (Addgene plasmid, 55243). To generate
mRNA, we used the mMESSAGE mMACHINE T7 Transcription Kit as per the manufacturer
instructions (Life Technologies, AM1344). We injected 100 pg H2B-BFP mRNA into the one cell
stage of zebrafish embryos and kept the embryos at 28°C in the dark until imaging.
Chemical Treatments
SU5416 (Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON, Canada S8442) was dissolved in DMSO to 40 mM
and stored at -20°C. Embryos were treated with 1 μM SU5416 or 0.1% DMSO in E3 media
beginning at 12 hpf up until imaging at 72 hpf or at 72 hpf up until imaging at 96 hpf. The drug
solution was refreshed every 24 hrs. To induce secondary islet formation, we administered N-[N69

(3,5-Difluorophenacetyl-L-alanyl)]-S-phenylglycine t-Butyl Ester (DAPT) (EMD Millipore,
565770), γ-secretase inhibitor to block Notch signalling. DAPT was dissolved in DMSO to 10 mM
and stored at -20°C. The embryos were treated with 20 μM DAPT, 100 μM DAPT, or 1% DMSO
in E3 media beginning at 3 dpf until imaging at 4.5 dpf. The embryos were kept at 28°C in the
dark until imaging. To induce beta-cell ablation, larvae were treated with doxycycline hyclate
(DOX) (Sigma-Aldrich D9891) at 50 µM and tebufenozide (TBF) (EMD Millipore, 31652) at 25
µM at 3 dpf until 5 dpf. Drugs were prepared as previously described (280). The drug solution was
refreshed after 24 hrs. The embryos were kept at 28°C in the dark during DOX/TBF administration.
FACS
We used 200 Tg(fli1:EGFP ;ins:TagRFP) embryos to isolate RFP+ beta-cells at 2 dpf and
3 dpf. The samples were dissociated in 0.25% trypsin at 37°C for 30 min. The cells were filtered
with a 40 μm nylon strainer. RFP+ beta-cells were sorted using a BD Influx Cell Sorter (BD
Biosciences, Mississauga, ON, Canada). For isolating adult beta-cells, pancreatic tissue was
dissected from Tg(ins:TagRFP) fish and digested as previously described (306). RFP-expressing
beta-cells were sorted using BD Influx Cell Sorter (BD Biosciences).
cDNA synthesis and RT-PCR
RNA was isolated from 500-2500 isolated RFP-expressing beta-cells using TRIzol
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). cDNA was prepared using the iScript cDNA synthesis kit
(Invitrogen). For RT-PCR of vegfaa and vegfab, Accuprime Taq DNA Polymerase (Invitrogen)
was used, and end products were run on a 1% agarose gel. For qPCR, cDNA was amplified with
SsoFast EvaGreen Supermix (BioRad, Richmond, CA, USA) on a CFX96 Touch™ Real–Time
PCR Detection System (BioRad). The relative expression of each sample was determined after
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normalization to ef1a. RT-qPCR controls are described in Chapter 2. Primers for RT-PCR are
listed:

vegfaa

forward

5’-AGAAAGAAAACCACTGTGAG-3’;

vegfaa

reverse

5’-

AGGAATGTTCTTCCTTAGGT-3’; vegfab forward 5’-TGCTGAACACAGTGAATGCCAG3’;

vegfab

reverse

5’-ACATCCATCTCCAACCACTTCAC-3’;

ef1a

forward

5’-

TCAAGGACATCCGTCGTGGTA-3’; ef1a reverse 5’-ACAGCAAAGCGACCAAGAGG.
Primers for RT-qPCR for ins, pdx1, neurod1, and ef1a are listed in Chapter 2 Table 2-3. PCR
cycling conditions were as follows: 3-min denaturation step at 95 °C, followed by 40 cycles of
denaturation at 95 °C for 15 s, annealing at 55 °C for 15 s, and extension at 72 °C for 25 s.
Immunofluorescence
Zebrafish embryos were anaesthetized with ethyl 3-aminobenzoate methanesulfonate (MS222, 0.01% w/v) and then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde overnight at 4°C. Embryos were
washed three times with 0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS. The embryos were blocked for 1 hr in PBS
with 5% donkey serum (Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories, West Grove, PA, USA) and 0.3%
Triton X-100. Both primary and secondary antibodies were incubated overnight at 4°C. Washes
were done with 0.1% Tween/PBS for 30 min three times. Antibodies used were mouse antiglucagon antibody (1:500, Sigma G2654) and goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 647 antibody (1:1000,
Life Technologies A21236). Cell nuclei were visualized with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
(DAPI) DNA stain (1:1000, Thermo Fisher Scientific D1306) or TO-PRO™-3 Iodide stain
(1:1000, Thermo Fisher Scientific T3605). Samples were mounted in 75% glycerol on concave
glass slides (EISCO). All fluorescent images were obtained with a LSM800 Zeiss upright confocal
and imaged with a 40X objective. Whole mount tissues were scanned by confocal microscopy.
Cell numbers were counted manually. For endothelial cell counts, endothelial cells that were
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directly adjacent to islet cells (within 1 μm) were counted. In the DOX/TBF beta-cell ablation
experiment, endothelial cells located within the islet or adjacent to alpha-cells (within 1 μm) were
counted. The Shapiro–Wilk normality test was used to assess normality of data distribution and
when all groups passed the test for normality, a Student’s t-test or one-way ANOVA and Tukey
post-hoc test were used for statistical analysis for cell counts.

3.3

Results

Endocrine pancreas is highly vascularized
To characterize the formation of islet vessel development, we crossed Tg(fli1:EGFP) and
Tg(ins:TagRFP) zebrafish to create a double transgenic line Tg(fli1:EGFP; ins:TagRFP) that
labelled the endothelial/hematopoietic cells green and beta-cells red. Beta-cells developed
adjacent to vessels at 17 hpf (Figure 3-1A). As early as 40 hpf, endothelial cells were seen within
the beta-cell core (Figure 3-1B). At 72 hpf, the primary islet was highly vascularized in
comparison to surrounding tissue (Figure 3-1C). At 7 dpf, secondary islets were often observed
adjacent to blood vessels (Figure 3-1D).
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Figure 3-1 The endocrine pancreas develops adjacent to vessels and is highly vascularized
A-C) Confocal projections of the pancreatic islet at 17 hpf, 40 hpf, and 72 hpf in Tg(fli1:EGFP;
ins:TagRFP); endothelial cells (green) and beta-cells (red). C’) Confocal section of projection in
C). D) Confocal projection of 7 dpf Tg(fli1:EGFP; ins:TagRFP) pancreas. Arrow indicates
secondary islet. n = 3-8. Scale bar = 10 μm.
Vegf signalling is essential for islet vessel development, but not beta- and alpha- cell
formation
To determine if Vegf signalling is required for islet vascularization, we administered a
Vegf receptor competitive inhibitor SU5416. Tg(fli1:EGFP; ins:TagRFP) embryos were treated
with SU5416 at 12 hpf until imaging at 72 hpf to assess the development of islet vessels. SU5416
treatment from 12 to 72 hpf reduced islet vessel density (Figure 3-2A-D). This reduction in islet
vessels may partially be caused by a failure of the sub-intestinal vein to form which partially gives
rise to the pancreatic vessels (327) (Figure 3-3A,B). No significant changes in beta- and alpha-cell
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numbers were observed in the SU5416-treated embryos (25.2±2.6; 18.8±2.8) in comparison to the
DMSO-treated (27.5±2.5; 19.2±2.0) and untreated wild-type (27.7±2.9; 18.5±2.4) control embryos
at 72 hpf (Figure 3-2E,F). Islet architecture was not affected in vessel deficient embryos as the
majority of alpha-cells were observed on the islet mantle with beta-cells localized to the islet core
in both the control and SU5416-treated embryos (Figure 3-2A-C).

Figure 3-2 Inhibiting Vegf signalling does not affect beta- and alpha-cell formation
A-C) Confocal projections of 72 hpf Tg(fli1:EGFP; ins:TagRFP) untreated, DMSO-treated, and
SU5416-treated embryos from 12 to 72 hpf; endothelial cells (green), beta-cells (red), and DAPI
nuclear stain (DNA; grey). Alpha-cells are labelled with a glucagon (GCG) antibody (blue). D)
The number of endothelial cells adjacent to beta-cells in untreated, DMSO-treated, and SU5416treated embryos from 12 to 72 hpf. E-F) The number of beta-cells and alpha-cells in Tg(fli1:EGFP;
ins:TagRFP) untreated, DMSO-treated, and SU5416-treated embryos treated from 12 to 72 hpf. n
= 14-20. Statistical analysis was performed using a one-way ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc testing
*p<0.05 compared to untreated. Box-and-whisker plots show median, and circles represent
individual zebrafish. Scale bar = 10 μm.
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Figure 3-3 Sub-intestinal vein fails to form in SU5416-treated embryos
A-B) Confocal projections of 72 hpf Tg(fli1:EGFP; ins:TagRFP) embryos treated with DMSO or
SU5416; endothelial cells (green) and beta-cells (red). SIV = sub-intestinal vein. n = 5-7. Scale
bar = 20 μm.
To test if continued Vegf signalling is needed to sustain islet vessels, we treated embryos
with SU5416 at 72 hpf until imaging at 96 hpf. We observed a reduction of islet vessels suggesting
that continued Vegf signalling is necessary to sustain islet vasculature (Figure 3-4A-C). No
significant changes in beta-cell numbers were observed in these SU5416-treated embryos
(26.3±1.8) in comparison to DMSO-treated and untreated controls (28.5±1.6; 28.7±2.3) (Figure 34D).

Figure 3-4 Inhibiting Vegf signalling from 72 to 96 hpf does not significantly affect betanumber
A-C) Confocal projections of 96 hpf Tg(fli1:EGFP; ins:TagRFP) untreated, DMSO-treated, and
SU5416-treated embryos from 72 to 96 hpf; endothelial cells (green), beta-cells (red), and DAPI
(DNA; grey). D) The number of beta-cells in Tg(fli1:EGFP; ins:TagRFP) untreated, DMSOtreated, and SU5416-treated embryos from 72 to 92 hpf. n = 8-13. Box-and-whisker plots show
median, and circles represent individual zebrafish. Statistical analysis was performed using a oneway ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc testing. Scale bar = 10 μm.
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We also administered SU5416 at 4.5 dpf until imaging at 6 dpf to determine if duct derived
secondary islets form in vessel deficient fish. The proportion of fish that developed secondary
islets did not change between SU5416-treated (21.4%) and DMSO-treated embryos (25.0%).
(Figure 3-5A,B). We also examined secondary islet formation in SU5416-treated embryos given
a γ-secretase Notch inhibitor (DAPT), which has been previously shown to stimulate the
appearance of secondary islets in zebrafish (227,328). From 3 dpf until 4.5 dpf, we administered
DAPT or co-administered DAPT and SU5416 to Tg(neurod1:GFP) fish, a transgenic line that
marks early pan-endocrine cells, thereby allowing us to capture early secondary islet formation.
While there were no significant differences in secondary islet formation in the lower DAPT dose
(20 µM) in comparison to untreated and DMSO-treated controls, we did observe a significant
increase in the number of secondary islets in fish treated with 100 µM DAPT (Figure 3-5D-J). The
addition of SU5416 did not alter the effect of DAPT treatment on secondary islet formation (Figure
3-5D-J). These results suggest that Vegf signalling is dispensable for early secondary islet
formation.
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Figure 3-5 Secondary islets form in SU5416-treated fish
A-B) Confocal projections of 6 dpf Tg(fli1:EGFP; ins:TagRFP) zebrafish treated with DMSO or
SU5416 from 4.5 dpf until 6 dpf. White arrowheads indicate secondary islets; endothelial cells
(green) and beta-cells (red). C) Frequency of secondary islets in 6 dpf Tg(fli1:EGFP; ins:TagRFP)
zebrafish treated with DMSO or SU5416 from 4.5 dpf until 6 dpf. n = 14-20. D-I) Images of
Tg(neurod1:GFP) untreated, DMSO-treated, DAPT-treated, or DAPT and SU5416-treated
embryos from 3 dpf until 4.5 dpf. White arrowheads indicate secondary islets. J) The number of
secondary islets in untreated, DMSO-treated, DAPT-treated, or DAPT and SU5416-treated
embryos. Box-and-whisker plots show median, and circles represent individual zebrafish. n = 1319. *p<0.05 by one-way ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc test. Scale bar = 20 μm.

Combined knockdown of vegfaa and vegfab causes a reduction of islet vessels
To identify potential mediators of signals responsible for islet vascularization, we isolated
RFP+ beta-cells from Tg(ins:TagRFP) larval fish and adult islets using fluorescence-activated cell
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sorting (FACS). We found that vegfaa was expressed in beta-cells isolated from fish at 2 dpf and
3 dpf. We also detected vegfaa and vegfab in adult isolated beta-cells (Figure 3-6A). We next
injected previously validated translation blocking morpholinos against vegfaa and vegfab into
Tg(fli1:EGFP; ins:TagRFP) embryos. In non-injected control zebrafish and those injected with
scrambled control morpholinos, we observed greater than 7 endothelial cells adjacent to beta-cells,
whereas those animals injected with morpholinos against vegfaa had either a mild reduction of
islet vessels (between 4-7 endothelial cells adjacent to beta-cells) or a severe reduction of islet
vessels (less than 4 endothelial cells adjacent to beta-cells) at 72 hpf (Figure 3-6B,D-F). A small
percentage of vegfab morpholino knockdown embryos exhibit a mild reduction in islet vessels
(Figure 3-6B,G). Combined knockdown of vegfaa and vegfab (vegfaa/vegfab) resulted in a more
severe phenotype in comparison to the single knockdown embryos suggesting that both vegfaa and
vegfab are important for islet vessel development (Figure 3-6B,H). In the embryos that
demonstrated a reduction or absence of islet vessels in the single vegfaa or vegfab morpholino
knockdown or the double vegfaa/vegfab morpholino knockdown, no significant changes in betacell numbers were observed in these vegfaa (27.0±2.2), vegfab (25.7±2.5), and vegfaa/vegfab
(23.3±2.3) morpholino injected embryos in comparison to the scrambled injected or non-injected
controls (25.9±2.9; 25.5±3.6) (Figure 3-6C).
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Figure 3-6 Vegfaa and Vegfab are necessary for islet vessel development
A) RT-PCR of vegfaa and vegfab on sorted 2 dpf, 3 dpf, and adult beta-cells. B) Phenotypic score
of islet vessels in non-injected, control morpholino, and vegfaa, vegfab, or vegfaa/vegfab
morpholino injected Tg(fli1:EGFP; ins:TagRFP) embryos. Phenotypes are scored such that no
phenotype is comparable to wild-type (more than 7 endothelial cells adjacent to beta-cells), mild
phenotype (4-7 endothelial cells adjacent to beta-cells), and severe phenotype (less than 4
endothelial cells adjacent to beta-cells). C) The number of beta-cells in 72 hpf Tg(fli1:EGFP;
ins:TagRFP) control and morpholino injected embryos. In the vegfaa, vegfab, and vegfaa/ab
morpholino injected embryos, only the embryos that demonstrated a reduction or absence of islet
vessels were counted. n = 9-21. Box-and-whisker plots show median, and circles represent
individual zebrafish. Statistical analysis was performed using a one-way ANOVA with Tukey
post-hoc testing. D-H) Confocal projections of D) non-injected, E) scrambled injected, F) vegfaa,
G) vegfab, or H) vegfaa/ab morpholino injected embryos at 72 hpf; endothelial cells (green), betacells (red), and DAPI (DNA; grey). Scale bar = 10 μm.
Combined knockdown of kdr and kdrl causes a reduction of islet vessels
We also assessed the role of kdr and kdrl, the primary receptors of VegfA in zebrafish. We
found that single morpholino knockdown of either kdr or kdrl in Tg(fli1:EGFP; ins:TagRFP)
zebrafish did not affect islet vessels (Figure 3-7A,C-G). However, double knockdown of kdr and
kdrl resulted in a reduction of islet vessels (Figure 3-7A,G). In the kdr/kdrl injected embryos that
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demonstrated a reduction in islet vessels, no significant changes in beta-cell numbers were
observed (25.5±2.9) in comparison to the scrambled and non-injected controls (27.4±2.6;
27.4±2.7) (Figure 3-7B).

Figure 3-7 Vegfr2 receptor knockdown leads to disruptions in islet vessel development
A) Phenotypic score of islet vessels in non-injected, control morpholino, and kdr, kdrl, or kdr/kdrl
morpholino injected Tg(fli1:EGFP; ins:TagRFP) embryos. B) The number of beta-cells in 72 hpf
Tg(fli1:EGFP; ins:TagRFP) control and morpholino injected embryos. In the kdr/kdrl morpholino
injected embryos, only the embryos that demonstrated a reduction or absence of islet vessels were
counted. Box-and-whisker plots show median, and circles represent individual zebrafish. n = 1724. Statistical analysis was performed using a one-way ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc testing. CG) Confocal projections of C) non-injected, D) control injected, E) kdr, F) kdrl, or G) kdr/kdrl
morpholino injected embryos at 72 hpf; endothelial cells (green), beta-cells (red), and DAPI
(DNA; grey). Scale bar = 10 μm.
To determine if beta-cells originating from the dorsal and ventral pancreatic bud form in
vessel deficient fish, we performed a previously described label-retaining cell assay to mark dorsal
pancreatic bud derived beta-cells (226). In this assay, H2B-EBFP mRNA is injected into one cell
stage embryos. The H2B-EBFP protein is diluted by cell division, but cells that are quiescent retain
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the label (226). The beta-cells originating from the dorsal pancreatic bud have been previously
described to be quiescent by 24 hpf and retain the label (H2B-EBFP+) (226). Ventral bud derived
beta-cells arise later in development after multiple rounds of progenitor proliferation and
consequently the ventral bud derived beta-cells do not retain the label (H2B-EBFP-). We found
that both dorsal bud derived (H2B-EBFP+) and ventral bud derived beta-cells (H2B-EBFP-) were
present in the kdr/kdrl injected embryos (Figure 3-8A-C). Together, these results suggest that
Vegfaa/Vegfab-Vegfr2 signalling is necessary for islet vascularization but not required for betacell formation regardless of the origin of the beta-cells.

Figure 3-8 Beta-cells derived from the dorsal and ventral pancreatic bud are present in
kdr/kdrl injected zebrafish
A-B’’’) Confocal projections of 72 hpf Tg(fli1:EGFP; ins:TagRFP) embryos A-A’’’) injected
with H2B-EBFP mRNA or B-B’’’) co-injected with H2B-EBFP mRNA and kdr/kdrl morpholino;
endothelial cells (green), beta-cells (red), dorsal pancreatic bud derived beta-cells (blue), and TOPRO-3 nuclear stain (DNA; grey). Yellow arrowheads indicate beta-cells derived from the ventral
pancreatic bud (H2B-EBFP-/RFP+). C) The number of beta-cells derived from the dorsal
pancreatic bud (H2B-EBFP2+/RFP+) and ventral pancreatic bud (H2B-EBFP-/RFP+) at 72 hpf.
Box-and-whisker plots show median, and circles represent individual zebrafish. n = 11-15. A
Student’s t-test was performed to assess statistical significance in the number of dorsally-derived
beta-cells or the number of ventrally-derived beta-cells between control and kdr/kdrl knockdown
animals.
To determine if islet vessels influenced beta-cell maturation, we used FACS to isolate
RFP+ Tg(fli1:EGFP; ins:TagRFP) beta-cells from scrambled injected controls and kdr/kdrl
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morpholino knockdown embryos at 72 hpf. Expression of insulin (ins) was significantly
downregulated in vessel deficient embryos in comparison to scrambled injected controls (Figure
3-9A) but levels of beta-cell maturation genes pdx1 and neurod1 were not significantly altered
(Figure 3-9B,C).

Figure 3-9 Relative expression of ins, pdx1, and neurod1 in isolated beta-cells from vessel
deficient fish
Relative expression of A) ins, B) pdx1, and C) neurod1 in isolated beta-cells of control injected
and kdr/kdrl morpholino injected Tg(fli1:EGFP; ins:TagRFP) embryos at 72 hpf. All values were
normalized to ef1α. *p<0.05 by Student's t-test.
A reduction of islet vessels is observed following beta-cell ablation
To determine if endothelial cells undergo changes during beta-cell ablation, we crossed the
following double transgenic line Tg(-1.2ins:htBidTE-ON; -1.2ins:H2BmCherry) (280) to
Tg(fli1:EGFP) to create the triple transgenic line Tg(-1.2ins:htBidTE-ON; -1.2ins:H2BmCherry;
fli1:EGFP). In this transgenic, the proapoptotic protein tBID is expressed under the control of the
tetracycline- and ecdysone-inducible system which upon addition of DOX and TBF results in
ablation of beta-cells (280). We administered DOX and TBF (DOX/TBF) at 3 dpf until 5 dpf. We
observed a significant decrease in the number of beta-cells following DOX/TBF administration at
all timepoints in comparison to their DMSO-treated controls (Figure 3-10A-H). There is no
significant decrease in alpha-cell numbers in the DOX/TBF-treated fish in comparison to their
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timepoint matched DMSO-treated controls (Figure 3-10I). We also observed a significant decrease
in the number of endothelial cells at 5 dpf in the DOX/TBF-treated fish in comparison to DMSOtreated controls (Figure 3-10A-C,J). However, there is no significant difference in the number of
endothelial cells at 8 dpf or 11 dpf in DOX/TBF-treated fish in comparison to their timepoint
matched DMSO-treated controls (Figure 3-10D-G,J). These results suggest a decrease in the
number of islet endothelial cells after beta-cell destruction, but revascularization of the islet during
beta-cell regeneration.

Figure 3-10 The number of islet endothelial cells decreases after beta-cell ablation
A-G) Confocal projections of A) 3 dpf, B) 5 dpf control, C) 5 dpf beta-cell ablated fish, D) 8 dpf
control, E) 8 dpf beta-cell ablated fish, F) 11 dpf control, G) 11 dpf beta-cell ablated Tg(1.2ins:htBidTE-ON; -1.2ins:H2BmCherry; fli1:EGFP) fish ; endothelial cells (green), beta-cells
(red), glucagon (blue) and DAPI (DNA; grey). Scale bar = 10 μm. H-J) The number of H) betacells, I) alpha-cells, and J) endothelial cells during beta-cell ablation and regeneration in Tg(1.2ins:htBidTE-ON; -1.2ins:H2BmCherry; fli1:EGFP) fish treated with either DMSO (control) or
DOX/TBF (beta-cell ablated) from 3-5 dpf. Box-and-whisker plots show median, and circles
represent individual zebrafish. n = 5-12. Student’s t-test was conducted between the control and
ablated groups at the same timepoint. *,#p<0.05.
3.4

Discussion
In this study, we explored the angiogenic factors responsible for zebrafish islet vessel
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development and the effect of endothelial cells on pancreatic endocrine formation and maturation.
Beta-cells develop adjacent to blood vessels. Endothelial cells can be found within the islet as early
as 40 hpf. The formation of beta-cells adjacent to endothelial cells is similarly observed in murine
models where the pancreatic epithelium forms adjacent to embryonic endothelial cells (69).
Administration of the Vegf inhibitor SU5416 from 12 to 72 hpf caused a significant reduction of
endothelial cells within the islet, although no significant changes in beta- and alpha-cell numbers
were observed. Our results are consistent with previous studies which have observed the formation
of insulin-expressing cells in vessel deficient cloche zebrafish mutants (225). No significant
changes in the number of secondary islets were found in SU5416-treated fish from 4.5 until 6 dpf
in comparison to control fish, suggesting that Vegf signalling is also dispensable for early
secondary islet formation. Our results differ from murine pancreatic specification which is
dependent on signals from the endothelial cells (69,71), suggesting species differences in pancreas
specification.
We found that treatment of zebrafish embryos with Vegf competitive inhibitor SU5416
from 72 hpf to 96 hpf after the islet vessels have been established leads to a decrease in islet
vessels, suggesting that continuous Vegf signalling is needed to sustain islet vessels. This finding
is consistent with observations in murine islets that Vegf signalling is the primary mediator of islet
vessel formation and maintenance (79,80).
To determine which Vegf angiogenic factors are responsible for zebrafish islet vessel
development, we performed RT-PCR and found that both vegfaa and vegfab are expressed in the
beta-cells as early as 2 dpf, suggesting the recruitment of endothelial cells early on during islet
development. Combined knockdown of vegfaa and vegfab caused a more severe phenotype in the
reduction of islet vessels in 72 hpf embryos in comparison to the single knockdown of vegfaa or
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vegfab. This may reflect partial redundancy between vegfaa and vegfab, as has been suggested for
intestinal vessel development (325,329). Despite the reduction of islet vessels in vegfaa/vegfab
knockdown animals, there were no significant changes in beta-cell numbers between the vessel
deficient and control islets. Similarly, double knockdown of the primary VegfA receptors, kdrl
and kdr, resulted in a similar loss of islet vessels, but there were no significant changes in beta-cell
numbers in kdr/kdrl knockdown animals in comparison to controls. Single knockdown of kdr or
kdrl did not significantly reduce islet vessels suggesting possible overlapping roles between the
two receptors. These data are consistent with a previous report which found a more severe
phenotype in intestinal vessel development when kdrlum19 mutants were also injected with a kdr
morpholino in comparison to kdrlum19 mutants or kdr morpholino knockdown animals (329).
Together, these results suggest that VegfA/Vegfr2 signalling is necessary for islet vascularization
but not required for beta-cell formation. In the vessel deficient embryos, we observed a decrease
in ins mRNA expression in comparison to control animals, suggesting that islet hormone
expression is influenced by Vegfa/Vegfr2 signalling. Similarly, in VegfA deficient mouse islets, a
decrease in insulin expression has also been reported (330). This reduction in insulin expression
in the murine VegfA deficient islets is believed to be due to the absence of a vascular basement
membrane which promotes insulin gene expression (330).
In mice, VegfA inactivation during early development results in severe islet
hypovascularization and significantly reduces beta-cell mass as a consequence of a decrease in
beta-cell proliferation during postnatal stages (322). While we did not observe any significant
differences in beta-cell number between vessel deficient and control zebrafish at 72 hpf, this
discrepancy may reflect the fact that beta-cell neogenesis and not proliferation is the main
mechanism of beta-cell formation during zebrafish embryonic stages (226,251). At 72 hpf, the
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majority of the islet is composed of quiescent dorsal bud derived beta-cells (110,226). Thus, any
putative changes in beta-cell proliferation would be undetected in our zebrafish model during early
pancreas development. While there may be a decrease in beta-cell proliferation and mass during
later stages of zebrafish pancreas development, an islet cell specific vegfA knockout zebrafish
model may be needed to assess this as vegfaa/ab and kdr/kdrl knockdown models develop
pericardial edema and die after 72 hpf, and SU5416 application in larval fish (after 72 hpf) for
over 52 hours causes high rates of lethality (data not shown).
Oxygen accessibility may also lead to the species differences during pancreas development
in vascular deficient models. In the murine pancreas, oxygen levels affect endocrine cell
differentiation (75). Embryos from pregnant rats exposed to a hypoxic environment (8% O2) prior
to the secondary endocrine transition have significantly blunted endocrine differentiation in
comparison to embryos from the control pregnant rats exposed to a normoxic environment (21%
O2) (75). In vitro, increasing oxygen levels (21%, 60%, and 80%) leads to the induction of
endocrine hormone expression in cultured E13.5 rat pancreatic explants in a concentrationdependent manner (75). As mammalian embryos require a functional cardiovascular system to
bring oxygen to tissues, a lack of endothelial cells creates a hypoxic environment and consequently
negatively affects endocrine pancreas differentiation. In contrast, given that zebrafish develop exutero, the embryos are in a normoxic milieu (331). Hence, an avascular environment does not lead
to hypoxia during early zebrafish development and may explain the formation of endocrine cells
despite the lack of endothelial cells in our zebrafish models. Future studies controlling the ambient
oxygen content could reveal its role during early endocrine cell formation in the zebrafish.
We also observed a decrease in islet endothelial cells after beta-cell destruction and
revascularization of the islet during beta-cell regeneration. This is unlikely due to a bystander
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affect as alpha-cell number is not significantly reduced in beta-cell ablated fish compared to control
fish, but rather this may indicate changes in vasculature organization during beta-cell ablation. In
the adult zebrafish pancreas, changes in islet vasculature after beta-cell destruction and during
regeneration have been reported (224). In other tissues, revascularization of the damaged tissue
occurs quickly after insult (332,333). In cardiomyocytes, this fast revascularization is essential in
the regeneration process as it promotes cell proliferation (332). Whether islet endothelial cells are
needed for beta-cell regeneration is unknown. Future studies addressing beta-cell regeneration in
an avascular islet environment may reveal novel mechanisms for beta-cell renewal. In addition,
identifying beta-cell transcriptome changes during beta-cell regeneration and during beta-cell
development in an avascular environment could elucidate the role of endothelial cells in beta-cell
formation and renewal.
In summary, the present study demonstrates that Vegfaa/Vegfab-Vegfr2 signalling is
dispensable for beta- and alpha-cell neogenesis, although blocking Vegfaa/Vegfab-Vegfr2
signalling decreases insulin expression. Our study has identified Vegfaa and Vegfab as potential
mediators for islet vessel development. These findings may have implications in zebrafish betacell regeneration studies, as we observed changes in islet vasculature during beta-cell destruction
and regeneration. Interfering with Vegfaa/Vegfab-Vegfr2 signalling during beta-cell regeneration
may provide insight into mechanisms required for the endogenous expansion of beta-cell mass in
zebrafish following beta-cell ablation.
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Chapter 4: Contribution of a non-beta-cell source during beta-cell
regeneration but not beta-cell maintenance in zebrafish

4.1

Background
There have been significant efforts to understand the mechanism of beta-cell regeneration

in the hope to stimulate endogenous beta-cell renewal to treat and potentially cure diabetes. The
regeneration of beta-cells may be accomplished through beta-cell replication, differentiation of
progenitor/stem cells (beta-cell neogenesis), or transdifferentiation from differentiated non-betacells. To date, most of the methods to study beta-cell regeneration have utilized chemicallyinduced or surgically-induced beta-cell ablation rodent models (133–135,141,147,152–156).
Young rodents show significant increases in beta-cell mass over time after chemical or surgical
induced beta-cell ablation. Most studies attribute this increase in beta-cell mass to increases in
beta-cell proliferation (133–135,139,152), and a few studies have reported transdifferentiation of
non-beta-cells (159,160) and beta-cell neogenesis (141,147,197) to contribute to beta-cell
regeneration under extreme beta-cell loss. While rodents show some ability for regeneration, this
capacity diminishes in older animals (110). This is mostly attributed to the age dependent decline
in beta-cell proliferation which is the main mechanism of murine beta-cell maintenance
(107,135,136). Interestingly, young adult zebrafish (less than 12 months old) have a robust
capacity for beta-cell regeneration without the need for insulin therapy as they can rapidly
normalize blood glucose within a week and regenerate beta-cell mass within three weeks after
beta-cell ablation (218,219). Regeneration in older zebrafish has yet to be explored. The mean age
of laboratory zebrafish is 36 months (334) but decreases in physical activity and a degeneration of
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skeletal muscle is seen as early as 15 months and 12 months respectively (334–336). Differences
in the rate of fin regeneration are observed between 4 month and 18 month old animals (337).
Whether there are differences in the rate of beta-cell regeneration with respect to age is unknown.
Pancreas development is similar between zebrafish and mammals; hence, elucidating the
mechanisms of zebrafish beta-cell regeneration may reveal potential avenues for beta-cell renewal
in the mammalian model.
The exact mechanisms of adult zebrafish beta-cell regeneration are still unclear. Upon
STZ-mediated beta-cell ablation, an increase in peri-islet proliferation has been observed (219).
Studies using a genetic cell ablation system in which beta-cells expressing the nitroreductase nfsB
suicide gene undergo cell death upon addition of metronidazole (MTZ) have suggested non-betacell sources to contribute to beta-cell regeneration (218,283,295). Lineage tracing of alpha-cells
during beta-cell ablation in larval fish has shown that a small contribution of alpha-cells can
transdifferentiate into insulin-expressing cells (283,294). The number of nkx6.1-expressing ductal
cells that express insulin is significantly increased during adult beta-cell regeneration (295) and
Sox9b homozygous mutant larval zebrafish, which have impaired ductal development, exhibit
blunted beta-cell regeneration (248), suggesting the contribution of ductal cells to beta-cell
renewal. Lineage tracing of a specialized type of ductal cell, the centroacinar cell (CAC), has
shown that 43% of new beta-cells that arise during beta-cell regeneration originate from CACs in
adult zebrafish (218). The role of beta-cell proliferation in regenerative conditions is not clear.
EdU labelling after beta-cell ablation reveals an increase in EdU+ beta-cells although it is unclear
if these proliferating cells represent proliferation of pre-existing beta-cells or their precursors
(218). The role of beta-cell proliferation in the maintenance of adult beta-cell mass under
physiological conditions is also unclear as lineage tracing of the beta-cells has yet to be conducted
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under normal conditions. In this study, we sought to characterize islet morphology under
physiological and regenerative conditions, investigate the main mechanism of beta-cell
maintenance in the zebrafish, and determine the contribution of non-beta-cells to beta-cell
regeneration in the zebrafish.

4.2

Method

Zebrafish Lines
Zebrafish were housed as previously described in Chapter 2. The following zebrafish lines
were

used

un

this

Chapter:

Tg(-1.2ins:TagRFP)vu514

(315),

Tg(ins:EGFP)jh3 (282),

Tg(gcga:EGFP)ia1 (257), Tg(actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx)sd5 (298), Tg(ins:PhiYFP,Eco.nfsB,sst2:CFP)jh33

(abbreviated

Tg(ins:YFP-nfsB,sst2:CFP)

(218),

Tg(ins:nfsB-

Flag,cryaa:mCherry) s950, and Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2) which we generated in Chapter 2.
Genotyping of the Tg(actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) line was done as previously described
in Chapter 2.
Chemical Treatments
(Z)-4-Hydroxytamoxifen (4-OHT) (Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON, Canada, H7904)
dissolved in DMSO to 10 mM and stored at -20°C. Adult zebrafish were treated with 1.0 μM 4OHT or 0.1% DMSO. Fish were kept from light for 14 hrs, after which animals were transferred
to fresh fish water and fed once. Animals were subjected to this regimen for 3 consecutive days.
For metronidazole (MTZ) (Sigma-Aldrich, M3761) treatment, adult fish were incubated in 0.25,
0.5, 1.0 or 2.5 mM MTZ or 0.1% DMSO. Fish were kept from light for 14 hrs, and subsequently
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transferred to fresh fish water and fed once. Animals were subjected to this regimen for 2
consecutive days. Day 0 post treatment was defined as the first day of treatment.
FACS and qPCR
To isolate EGFP+ beta-cells, we dissected the principal islet from 5 month and 20 month
old Tg(ins:EGFP) adult fish. 2 pancreata were combined for each sample point. The samples were
digested as described in Chapter 2. EGFP+ beta-cells were sorted using a BD Influx Cell Sorter
(BD Biosciences, Mississauga, ON, Canada). RNA was isolated from 3000-6000 isolated GFPexpressing beta-cells using TRIzol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). cDNA was prepared using
the iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Invitrogen). cDNA was amplified with SsoFast EvaGreen
Supermix (BioRad, Richmond, CA, USA) on a CFX96 Touch™ Real–Time PCR Detection
System (BioRad). The relative expression of each gene was determined after normalization to
ef1⍺. RT-qPCR controls are described in Chapter 2. Primers for RT-qPCR are listed in Table 4.1.
PCR cycling conditions were as follows: 3-min denaturation step at 95°C, followed by 40 cycles
of denaturation at 95°C for 15 s, annealing at 55°C for 15 s, and extension at 72°C for 25 s.
Table 4-1 RT-qPCR primer sequences
Gene

Forward Primer

Reverse Primer

Accession

ef1⍺

TCAAGGACATCCGTCGT
GGTA
TCTGCTTCGAGAACAGT
GTG
GGGCGCGAGATGTATTT
GTTGA
TCATGCTTTCCTCGCTG
TATGACT
ATCCTCATGGTGGACCA
A
TCAGCTGAAGGTTCCGG
AGATTTT

ACAGCAAAGCGACCAAGA
GG
GGAGAGCATTAAGGCCTG
TG
CAAATCTCACACGCACGC
ATG
CCACGAAGGGCATGAAAC
TATCA
ATCACCAACCTCGGAGC

NM_131263

CGACAATCCTTATACTAGA
TGGCTCG

NM_131422

insulin
pdx1
neurod1
gck
nkx2.2a

NM_131056
NM_131443
NM_130978
NM_001045385
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glut2

TGTGCTGTGGCCATGAC

CCAGGTCCGATCTCAAAG
AA

NM_001042721

Immunofluorescence
For immunostaining whole mount larval zebrafish, immunofluorescence was performed as
previously described in Chapter 2. Antibodies used were mouse anti-somatostatin (1:250, Betacell Consortium, AB1985) and goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 647 antibody (1:1000, Life
Technologies A21236). Cell nuclei were visualized with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)
DNA stain (1:1000, Thermo Fisher Scientific D1306). Samples were mounted in 75% glycerol on
concave glass slides (EISCO). All fluorescent images were obtained with a LSM800 Zeiss upright
confocal and imaged with a 40X objective. Whole mount tissues were scanned by confocal
microscopy. Cell numbers were counted manually.
For paraffin embedded sections, the pancreata were dissected out of fish using fine tip
needles and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde overnight at 4℃. Tissues were transferred to 70%
ethanol for long-term storage before paraffin embedding and sectioning (5 µm thickness; Wax-It
Histology Services, Vancouver, Canada). The sections were immunostained as previously
described in Chapter 2. The following primary antibodies were used in this Chapter: guinea-pig
anti-insulin (1:250, DAKO, A0564), mouse anti-insulin (1:100, Cell Signalling Technologies,
8138S), rabbit anti-glucagon (1:250, Abcam, ab92517), mouse anti-somatostatin (1:250, Beta-cell
Consortium, AB1985), rabbit anti-somatostatin (1:500, ABclonal, A9274), mouse anti-EGFP
(1:100, Millipore Sigma, MAB3580), rabbit anti-DsRed (1:200, Clontech, 632496), and mouse
anti-PCNA (1:10, Abcam, ab29). The following day slides were washed and incubated with
appropriate Alexa Fluor antibodies (1:1000, Life Technologies) for 1 hr at room temperature
before mounting with VECTASHIELD Hard Set Mounting Medium with DAPI (Vector
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Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, H-1500). All fluorescent images were obtained with a LSM800
Zeiss upright confocal and imaged with a 40X objective. Pancreatic sections were cut 20 to 50 µm
apart and at least 5 sections per animal were used in quantification. We used ImageJ to calculate
endocrine cell area of each cell type by outlining islet size (based on nuclear clustering) and
quantifying immunoreactive area within the islet. In lineage tracing experiments, cell numbers
were counted manually in a double-blind experiment.
Glucose Measurements
Fasting blood glucose measurements were taken in the morning. Adult fish were fasted for
24 hrs, anaesthetized in 0.01% w/v MS-222, and decapitated by cutting cleanly through the
pectoral girdle and severing the heart as previously described (338). Whole blood was analyzed
immediately with a FreeStyle Lite (Abbot) glucose meter by applying a test strip directly to the
cardiac blood.
Statistics
The Shapiro–Wilk normality test was used to assess normality of data distribution. Upon
passing the test for normality, data was subjected to Student’s t-test or one-way ANOVA with
Tukey post-hoc test for multiple comparisons. When one or more groups failed the test for
normality, we used the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons test.

4.3

Results

Adult zebrafish islets contain a high proportion of beta-cells and delta-cells
In order to characterize islet morphology, we isolated pancreata from 4 month old and 18
month old Tg(ins:TagRFP) adult zebrafish. We stained for insulin, glucagon, and somatostatin to
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characterize beta-, alpha-, and delta-cell endocrine islet proportions, respectively. We observed no
significant differences in glucagon+, insulin+, and somatostatin+ cell proportions in young (4
month old) and middle-aged (18 month old) adult fish. In 4 month and 18 month old fish, betacells and delta-cells constitute the vast majority of the islet (4 mo: 42.4±8.5%; 49.6±4.0%; 18 mo:
37.0±0.5%; 48.6±1.4% respectively) (Figure 4-1A,D-F). Alpha-cells comprise approximately
14% of the islet. Alpha-cells are located on the islet mantle as well as in the islet core in apparently
bigger islets (greater than 200 islet cells within one section). In smaller islets, alpha-cells are
primarily localized to the islet mantle (Figure 4-1A). The embryonic and larval zebrafish islets at
3 and 9 dpf were also observed to have high proportions of delta cells (19.4±1.0%; 33.4±1.9%)
and beta-cells (52.1±2.1%; 43.5±2.0%) which are found within the islet core while alpha-cells are
predominantly on the islet mantle (Figure 4-1G-H). We stained for PCNA in the 4 month and 18
month old zebrafish. We observed very low PCNA+ beta-, alpha-, and delta-cells in 4 month and
18 month old adult zebrafish (Figure 4-1B). We also observed a small percentage of polyhormonal
cells in 4 month and 18 month old adult zebrafish (0.8±0.3%; 0.9±0.2%) (Figure 4-1A,I). The
majority of these polyhormonal cells (>70%) were somatostatin and insulin co-positive cells. In
both the 4 month old and 18 month old adult pancreas, single endocrine cells were often observed
adjacent to pancreatic ducts, which has been proposed to be a niche for endocrine progenitor cells
(218).
To determine if beta-cells from young and older adult zebrafish exhibit differential
expression of beta-cell maturation markers, we performed qPCR on isolated EGFP+ beta-cells
from 5 month and 20 month old Tg(ins:EGFP). We observed no significant differences in the
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expression of ins, glut2, neurod1, pdx1, gck, and nkx2.2a in the 5 month and 20 month old
zebrafish (Figure 4-1J), which is consistent with a previous report (271).

Figure 4-1 Zebrafish islets have a high proportion of beta-cells and delta-cells
A-B) Representative images of islets from 4 month (4 mo) and 18 month old (18 mo)
Tg(ins:TagRFP) zebrafish immunostained for A) insulin (red), glucagon (green), somatostatin
(blue), and DAPI nuclear stain (DNA; grey) ; or B) proliferative cell nuclear antigen (PCNA)
(green), DAPI nuclear stain (DNA; grey), and glucagon, insulin, or somatostatin (red). Scale bar
= 20 µm. C) Body weight of 4 month and 18 month old Tg(ins:TagRFP) zebrafish. D-F) Relative
islet contribution of insulin, glucagon, and somatostatin-expressing cells in 4 month and 18 month
old Tg(ins:TagRFP) zebrafish in E) big islets (bigger than 200 cells per section) or F) small islets
(less than 50 cells per section). n = 4. G) Confocal projections of Tg(gcga:EGFP ; ins:TagRFP)
immunostained for somatostatin (blue) and DAPI nuclear stain (DNA; grey). H) Relative islet
contribution of insulin, glucagon, and somatostatin-expressing cells in 3 and 9 days post
fertilization (dpf) Tg(gcga:GFP ; ins:TagRFP) zebrafish. n = 4. I) Percentage of polyhormonal
cells in 4 month and 18 month old Tg(ins:TagRFP) pancreata. J) Relative expression of ins, pdx1,
neurod1, nkx2.2a, gck, and glut2 in isolated beta-cells from 5 month (grey circles) and 20 month
(black circles) old Tg(ins:EGFP) zebrafish. For each gene, statistical analysis was performed using
a Student’s t-test. n = 4-5.
Beta-cell regeneration occurs in 4 month old and 17 month old zebrafish
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Next, we sought to characterize the islets during beta-cell regeneration. We first attempted
to use the Tg(-1.2ins:htBidTE-ON,cryaa:DsRed ) (280) transgenic line. We administered 50 µM
doxycycline and 25 µM tebufenozide, similar concentrations that we used to ablate beta-cells in
larval animals in Chapter 3, for 2 days overnight. However, there was minimal elevation in fasting
blood glucose levels (75±8.1 mg/dl) at 3 dpa and some animals displayed hemorrhaging. We
therefore decided to use the nfsB/MTZ ablation system which has previously been used in adult
beta-cell ablation studies (218,219). In this transgenic, the nfsB gene which encodes for the
nitroreductase enzyme is expressed by the beta-cells. Upon addition of MTZ, nfsB-expressing cells
convert the drug to a cytotoxic compound resulting in the selective ablation of nfsB-expressing
beta-cells. We immersed Tg(ins:YFP-nfsB,sst2:CFP) 4 month old adult fish in 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 or 2.5
mM MTZ overnight for 2 days to determine the optimal concentration for beta-cell ablation. We
observed that 2.5 mM MTZ led to reliable ablation of beta-cells as determined by elevated fasting
blood glucose readings (Figure 4-2A).

Figure 4-2 MTZ dose response curve in Tg(ins:YFP-nfsB,sst2:CFP) adult zebrafish
A) Fasting blood glucose levels at 3 days post ablation from Tg(ins:YFP-nfsB,sst2:CFP) 3 month
old adult zebrafish treated with 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, or 2.5 mM of MTZ. MTZ was administered
overnight for 2 days in water. Day 0 is defined as first day of treatment. Fasting blood glucose
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readings were taken 3 days after initial MTZ administration. Statistical analysis was performed
using a one-way ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc testing. *p<0.05 in comparison to control. n = 3.
We administered 2.5 mM of MTZ or DMSO in the water to 4 month and 17 month old
Tg(ins:YFP-nfsB,sst2:CFP) animals overnight for 2 days in order to ablate beta-cells and harvested
tissues at 0, 3, 5, 7, and 14 days post ablation (dpa) (Figure 4-3A). We also administered 2.5 mM
4 month and 16 month old MTZ to wild-type AB (WT) fish as an additional control.
In MTZ-treated 4 month and 17 month old Tg(ins:YFP-nfsB,sst2:CFP) zebrafish, we
observed a significant increase in fasting blood glucose levels at 3, 5, and 7 dpa (195±12.0 mg/dl;
68.6±7.7 mg/dl ; 36.6±4.4 mg/dl) in comparison to the Tg(ins:YFP-nfsB,sst2:CFP) DMSO control
(22.7±6.3 mg/dl) and MTZ-treated WT controls (average 22.0±6.7 mg/dl) (Figure 4-3B). Fasting
blood glucose in Tg(ins:YFP-nfsB,sst2:CFP) zebrafish at 14 dpa (38.3±6.0 mg/dl) was not
statistically significant in comparison to controls (22.7±1.8 mg/dl) (Figure 4-3B). The percentage
of insulin+ islet area was significantly decreased at 3, 5, 7, and 14 dpa (10.3±1.5%; 14.1±2.1%;
25.9±3.2%; 30.4±2.3%) in comparison to the control animals (41.4±1.9%) (Figure 4-3C,D).
However, the insulin+ islet area was significantly increased at 7 and 14 dpa (25.9±3.2%;
30.4±2.3%) in comparison to 3 dpa (10.3±1.5%) (Figure 4-3C,D), suggesting beta-cell renewal in
the beta-cell ablated adult animals. This is consistent with previous findings in adult zebrafish
(218,219). We observed a trending increase in insulin+/somatostatin+ co-expressing cells during
beta-cell regeneration (Figure 4-3E). PCNA staining revealed no significant differences in
somatostatin+ cell proliferation at any time point during beta-cell regeneration (Figure 4-3F-G).
We observed no significant differences in insulin+ islet area, fasting blood glucose levels,
somatostatin+/insulin+ cells, or proliferative somatostatin+ cells between 4 month and 17 month
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old zebrafish during beta-cell ablation and regeneration (Figure 4-3B-G), suggesting that older and
younger zebrafish have the same capacity for beta-cell renewal.

Figure 4-3 Beta-cell regeneration occurs in 4 month and 17 month old zebrafish
A) Experimental timeline of beta-cell ablation in 4 month and 17 month old Tg(ins:YFPnfsB,sst2:CFP) (abbreviated ins:nfsB). 2.5 mM MTZ was applied for 2 days. Tissues were
harvested 0 (control), 3, 5, 7, and 14 days post ablation (dpa). B) Fasting blood glucose of MTZtreated 4 month and 17 month old Tg(ins:YFP-nfsB,sst2:CFP) or 4 month and 16 month old WT
zebrafish at 0 (control), 3, 5, 7, and 14 dpa. Statistical analysis was performed using a one-way
ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc testing. *p<0.05 relative to control. Dotted grey is the limit of
detection of the glucose meter. C) Insulin+ area in MTZ-treated 4 month and 17 month old MTZ
treated Tg(ins:YFP-nfsB,sst2:CFP). *p<0.05 relative to control, #p<0.05 relative to 3 dpa. D)
Representative images of islets immunostained for insulin (red), glucagon (green), somatostatin
(blue), and DAPI nuclear stain (DNA; grey) from Tg(ins:YFP-nfsB,sst2:CFP) at 0 (control), 3, 5,
7, and 14 dpa. Percentage of E) insulin, somatostatin co-positive cells and F) PCNA, somatostatin
co-positive cells at 0, 3, 5, 7, and 14 dpa. Statistical analysis was performed using a one-way
ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc testing. G) Representative images of islets immunostained for
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PCNA (green), somatostatin (blue), and DAPI nuclear stain (DNA; grey) from Tg(ins:YFPnfsB,sst2:CFP) at 0, 3, 5, 7, and 14 dpa. Box-and-whisker plots show median, and black circles
represent 4 month old Tg(ins:YFP-nfsB,sst2:CFP) zebrafish, grey squares represent 17 month old
Tg(ins:YFP-nfsB,sst2:CFP) zebrafish, light blue circles represent 4 month old MTZ-treated
control, dark blue squares represent 16 month old MTZ-treated WT control. Scale bar = 20 µm.
Beta-cell proliferation is the main mechanism of beta-cell maintenance in the adult zebrafish
pancreas
Next, we sought to determine if beta-cell proliferation was the main mechanism of betacell maintenance in the adult zebrafish. We crossed the Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2) transgenic
line to the established Tg(actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) (298) line to generate the
following double transgenic Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx)
(Figure 4-4A). In this double transgenic animal, beta-cells express EGFP and CreERT2. Upon
addition of 4-OHT, CreERT2 will recombine LoxP sites allowing for the expression of DsRed
under the control of the ubiquitous actin beta 2 (actb2) promoter. In this system, beta-cells are
heritably labelled with DsRed upon the addition of 4-OHT, and consequently beta-cells derived
from pre-existing DsRed+ beta-cells would retain the DsRed label. Beta-cells arising from a nonbeta-cell source would not express the DsRed label. If beta-cell proliferation is the main
mechanism of beta-cell maintenance in the adult zebrafish pancreas, we would expect the
frequency of DsRed+ beta-cells to remain constant as the animal ages. If a non-beta-cell source
contributes to beta-cell maintenance, we would expect a dilution in the frequency of DsRed+ betacells (Figure 4-4B).
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Figure 4-4 Lineage tracing of adult beta-cells
A) Experimental timeline for lineage tracing pre-existing beta-cells in Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2
; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) transgenic adult zebrafish. Animals were immersed in
water that contained 1.0 µM 4-OHT overnight for 3 days. Tissue was harvested 1 week (1 wpt) or
1.5, 3, or 6 months post 4-OHT treatment (mpt). B) Predictions for different models of beta-cell
maintenance. In this example, the initial labelling efficiency of beta-cells is 50%. After 4-OHT
treatment, 50% of beta-cells will express DsRed. Maintenance of beta-cell mass by selfduplication predicts that the fraction of labelled beta-cells remains constant at 50%. Contribution
of non-beta-cells to beta-cell maintenance would lead to a gradual decrease in the fraction of
labelled beta-cells (less than 50%). C) Representative images of islets immunostained for GFP
(green), DsRed (red), and DAPI nuclear stain (DNA; grey) from Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ;
actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) fish at 1 week (0 mpt), 1.5, 3, and 6 mpt. Scale bar = 20 µm.
D) Body weight in Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) fish at 0,
1.5, 3, and 6 mpt. E) Proportion of labelled (DsRed+) beta-cells at 0, 1.5, 3, and 6 mpt. Cell
numbers were counted manually in a double blind experiment. F) Frequency of DsRed-/EGFP+
single cells at 0, 1.5, 3, and 6 mpt. n = the number of single cells counted in animals in E). G)
Percentage of DsRed+/EGFP- cells at 0, 1.5, 3, and 6 mpt. Box-and-whisker plots show median,
and circles represent individual zebrafish. For D) and E), statistical analysis was performed using
a one-way ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc testing. *p<0.05 relative to 0 mpt. n = 4-8. For G),
statistical analysis was performed using a Kruskal-Wallis test with a Dunn’s multiple comparisons
test. H) Representative image of an islet immunostained with DsRed (red), GFP (green), insulin
(blue) and DAPI nuclear stain (DNA; grey) in a 3 mpt Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXPSTOP-LOXP-DsRedEx). White arrowheads point to DsRed+/EGFP-/INS- cells.
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We administered 1.0 µM 4-OHT in the water to 4 month old adult Tg(ins:EGFP-T2ACreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) fish for 3 days in order to label the beta-cells
DsRed+. We sacrificed fish 1 week, 1.5 month (5.5 months old), 3 months (7 months old), and 6
months (10 months old) post 4-OHT treatment (mpt) (Figure 4-4A). During this time, there are
significant increases in body weight (Figure 4-4D, Figure 4-5B) and principal islet size (Figure 45A,C). We observed no significant changes in the percentage of DsRed+ beta-cells at 0 mpt
(81.0±6.2%), 1.5 mpt (68.3±6.4%), 3 mpt (68.2±6.5%) and 6 mpt (60.3±10.4%) (Figure 4-4C,E).
These results suggest that beta-cell proliferation is the main mechanism of beta-cell maintenance
in the adult. However, we observed an increase in the frequency of unlabelled (DsRed-) single
beta-cells over time (Figure 4-4F), suggesting the appearance of de novo single beta-cells from
non-beta-cells. The appearance of single beta-cells is infrequent in the adult zebrafish pancreas.
We also observed rare DsRed+/EGFP-/insulin- cells within islets (Figure 4-4G,H).

Figure 4-5 Principal islet size in 3 month and 8 month old zebrafish.
A) Images of dissected pancreata in 3 month old (3 mo) and 8 month old (8 mo) Tg(ins:EGFPT2A-CreERT2) zebrafish. Scale bar = 500 µm. B) Body weight and C) principal islet area in
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Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2) animals at 3 month and 8 month old zebrafish. Box-and-whisker
plots show median, and circles represent individual zebrafish. *p<0.05 by Student’s t-test. n = 9.
Non-beta-cell source contributes to beta-cell renewal after >90% beta-cell ablation
To determine the contribution of a non-beta-cell source during beta-cell regeneration, we
crossed the Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx) line to the
Tg(ins:nfsB-Flag ,cryaa:mCherry) line. We immersed 3 month old adult Tg(ins:EGFP-T2ACreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx ; ins:nfsB-Flag,cryaa:mCherry) fish in 1.0 μM 4OHT in the water for 3 days in order to label the beta-cells DsRed+ (Figure 4-6A,B). One week
after 4-OHT administration, we immersed fish in 2.5 mM MTZ overnight for 2 days to ablate betacells. We collected tissues at 0 (control) 3, 7, 14, and 21 dpa. We observed a significant increase
in fasting blood glucose of MTZ-treated fish at 3 dpa (289.6±24.2 mg/dl) compared to all other
timepoints (Figure 4-6C). We observed a significant decrease in the percentage of insulin+ islet
area at 3, 7, and 14 dpa (2.3±1.4%; 17.8±2.0%; 30.2±4.6% respectively), but not at 21 dpa
(31.9±5.3%) in comparison to the 0 dpa control animals (43.5±5.3%) (Figure 4-6D,F). We
observed a significant dilution in the percentage of insulin+/DsRed+ beta-cells at 7, 14 and 21 dpa
(0.3±0.3%; 0.6±0.4%; 0.5±0.5%) in comparison to 0 dpa control fish (47.8±6.0%) (Figure 4-6E).
These results suggest a non-beta-cell source contributes to beta-cell regeneration.
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Figure 4-6 Lineage tracing of adult beta-cells during regeneration
A) Experimental timeline for lineage tracing of regenerated beta-cells from Tg(ins:EGFP-T2ACreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx ; ins:nfsB-Flag,cryaa:mCherry) transgenic
zebrafish. Fish were immersed in 1.0 µM 4-OHT water overnight for 3 days. Four days after 4OHT treatment, fish were immersed in 2.5 mM MTZ water overnight for 2 days. Tissues were
harvested at 0 (control), 3, 7, 14, and 21 days post ablation (dpa). B) Predictions for different
models of regenerated beta-cells. In this example, the initial labelling efficiency of beta-cells is
50%. After 4-OHT administration, 50% of beta-cells will express DsRed. Upon 2.5 mM MTZ
administration, >90% of the beta-cells will be ablated. If regenerated beta-cells arise solely from
pre-existing beta-cells, the fraction of labelled beta-cells remains constant at 50%. Contribution of
non-beta-cells to regenerated beta-cell mass would lead to a gradual decrease in the fraction of
labelled beta-cells (less than 50%). C) Fasting blood glucose, D) insulin+ area, and E) the
proportion of labelled (DsRed+) beta-cells in Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOPLOXP-DsRedEx ; ins:nfsB-Flag, cryaa:mCherry) at 0, 3, 7, 14, and 21 dpa. Box-and-whisker plots
show median, and circles represent individual zebrafish. For C) and D), statistical analysis was
performed using a one-way ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc testing. For E), statistical analysis was
performed using a Kruskal-Wallis test with a Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. *p<0.05 relative
to control (0 dpa). n = 4-6. Grey dotted line in C) indicates the limit of detection of the glucose
meter. F) Representative image of islets immunostained with DsRed (red), insulin (green), and
DAPI nuclear stain (DNA; grey) from Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2 ; actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXPDsRedEx ; ins:nfsB-Flag,cryaa:mCherry) animals of 0, 3, 7, 14, and 21 dpa.
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4.4

Discussion
In this Chapter, we characterized islet morphology and investigated the sources of new

beta-cells under physiological and regenerative conditions in the adult zebrafish. We observed that
islet endocrine composition does not significantly change in larval, young (4 month old) and
middle-aged (18 month old) zebrafish islets. At all ages, we observed high proportions of deltacells (up to 50%) in the islet. This islet composition is significantly different to rodents and
humans, in which delta-cells occupy 2-11% of the total adult endocrine islet (296,339). The
metabolic and physiological implications of the high proportion of pancreatic delta-cells have yet
to be explored in the zebrafish. In mice, inhibiting delta-cell differentiation by knocking out Hhex
during pancreas development does not lead to significant changes in beta-cell number (340).
Conditional knockout of Hhex in adulthood also does not lead to significant alterations in beta-cell
or alpha-cell number, but mice exhibit enhanced insulin and glucagon release in response to stimuli
(340), highlighting somatostatin’s role in inhibiting both insulin and glucagon secretion. Given the
high proportions of delta-cells in the zebrafish, it would be interesting to observe the phenotype
after delta-cell ablation during early development and conditional ablation of the delta-cells in the
adult zebrafish. These studies would provide insights into the role of delta-cells in the zebrafish
islet.
We observed alpha-cells on the islet mantle and the islet core of larger islets in the
zebrafish. This is similar to human islet morphology in which alpha-cells are also found in the islet
core in larger islets, while smaller islets have alpha-cells located on the islet mantle (342–344). In
vivo imaging of zebrafish secondary islets, which emerge from the ductal epithelium, have been
shown to migrate to the principal islet (345). This migration and subsequent clustering of islets
could subsequently give rise to alpha-cells within the islet core. Given the differences in islet
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architecture between mammals and zebrafish, it would be interesting to probe beta-cell synchrony
in response to glucose in adult zebrafish islets. Adult mouse beta-cells, which are located in the
islet core, display islet-wide Ca2+ synchrony in response to glucose, whereas the Ca2+ synchrony
of adult human beta-cells is localized to subpopulations (341). These differences between mouse
and human beta-cell synchrony is thought to be attributed to differences in islet architecture as
human islets have beta-cells and alpha-cells that are found within the islet core (342–344). Whether
the presence of delta-cells and alpha-cells in the islet core in the adult zebrafish islet leads to
localized Ca2+ synchrony has yet to be fully explored.
We also observed a small proportion of polyhormonal cells in the adult zebrafish islets. In
the developing mammalian pancreas, polyhormonal cells can be observed, but they are rarely
found in adult mammals under normal physiological conditions (346,347). In our findings, we
observed that the majority of polyhormonal endocrine cells in the adult are insulin, somatostatin
co-positive. We also observed a trending increase in the number of insulin, somatostatin copositive cells during beta-cell regeneration. Whether these cells represent immature cells or
represent cells transitioning between the delta- and beta-cell identities is currently unclear. Lineage
tracing of delta-cells during beta-cell regeneration and under physiological conditions would
determine if delta-cells contribute to beta-cell expansion and renewal.
Like rodents, beta-cell proliferation is low in adult zebrafish (1%) (251,271). However, we
observed that as the zebrafish ages, beta-cell expansion in the adult stage is primarily mediated by
beta-cell proliferation under normal physiological conditions. These results are consistent with
mammalian studies which report proliferation as the main mechanism of beta-cell maintenance in
the adult islet (135). However, this does not rule out the possibility of a non-beta-cell source
contributing to beta-cell mass. In our beta-cell lineage tracing experiment under normal
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physiological conditions, we observed increases in single unlabelled (new) beta-cells.
Interestingly, previous studies have suggested a subset of pancreatic progenitor cells in the
zebrafish adult pancreas which reside on or adjacent to the pancreatic ducts (295,306). In one
study, up to 5% of nkx6.1-expressing ductal cells also express insulin in the adult pancreas under
physiological conditions (295). However, whether these insulin+ cells on the duct represent ductalto-beta-cell transdifferentiation or general ductal cell plasticity is unclear. Future studies which
lineage trace ductal cells under physiological conditions would provide clarity on ductal cell
contribution to beta-cell maintenance.
In our beta-cell lineage tracing experiment under normal physiological conditions, we also
observed rare DsRed+/EGFP-/INS- cells. There is no significant increase in the number of
DsRed+/GFP-/INS- overtime. It is unclear if these cells represent dedifferentiated beta-cells or
beta-cells that have transient lower insulin gene activity. In mice, bursts of transcriptional activity
under the Ins1 and Ins2 promoter have been described, indicating the dynamic nature of gene
transcription in the beta-cell (94,111,112). Assessing the transcriptional profile of these
DsRed+/EGFP-/INS- cells through single cell RNA sequencing would provide an unbiased and
thorough characterization of these cells.
While we observed that beta-cell proliferation is the primary mechanism of beta-cell
expansion in the adult zebrafish, we found that it is not the main mechanism in >90% beta-cell
ablation. Lineage tracing of adult beta-cells revealed that a non-beta-cell source contributes to
beta-cell renewal. This non-beta-cell source may represent other pancreatic endocrine cells, acinar,
or ductal cells. Previous studies have suggested the contribution of ductal cells to beta-cell
regeneration (248,295,306). For example, Sox9b mutant larval zebrafish, which have defective
ductal development, displayed significantly reduced beta-cell regeneration in comparison to
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control fish (248), suggesting the role of ductal cells to beta-cell renewal. Another study utilizing
Tg(nkx6.1:GFP) adult zebrafish found significantly higher numbers of GFP+ ductal cells
expressing insulin during beta-cell regeneration (11%) compared to control animals (5%) (295),
suggesting possible transdifferentiation of ductal cells into insulin-expressing cells. More recently,
lineage tracing of centroacinar cells (CACs), a specialized type of ductal cell located at the center
of the acinus at the duct terminus, showed that 43% of insulin+ cells at 10 days post MTZ treatment
originate from CACs (218). CACs also show a significant increase in proliferation during betacell renewal (218). Whether CACs are the sole contributor of beta-cell renewal in zebrafish is still
unclear. CACs are also found in the rodent pancreas, located at the proximal tips of the pancreatic
ductal tree and have been proposed to be pancreatic progenitor cells (348–350). Similar to
zebrafish CACs, rodent CACs express Sox9 and are Notch responsive (65,218,227,248,350,351);
however, ductal/CAC contribution in mammalian pancreatic injury models is controversial. While
some studies have reported increases in ductal cell proliferation (140,141) and increases in the
frequency of insulin+ and PDX1+ cells on pancreatic ducts after pancreatic injury (139,197,352),
lineage tracing of ducts/CACs using Sox9 (65), Hes1 (68), Hnf1b (67), or Muc1 (200) promoters
have shown no significant contribution of ductal tissue to beta-cell renewal. It is worth noting that
some studies had low labelling efficiencies (20-40%) (67,68,200); as such, the contribution of
ductal cells during beta-cell regeneration could be overlooked in these mammalian studies.
While we did not observe a significant increase in glucagon+/insulin+ or somatostatin+/insulin+
area during beta-cell regeneration, we cannot rule out the possibility that new beta-cells are also
generated from these cell types. Studies have reported transdifferentiation of alpha-cells into
beta-cells during beta-cell regeneration in larval zebrafish (283,294), suggesting that alpha-cells
are a potential cell source for new beta-cells. It is possible that the extent of beta-cell ablation
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and the age of ablation (larval vs ductal) may impact the type of regenerative mechanism(s)
utilized. In mice, delta-to-beta-cell transdifferentiation is exhibited in diphtheria toxin mediated
beta-cell ablation in 2 week old neonatal mice (159), but not 2 month old adult mice which
exhibit alpha-to-beta-cell transdifferentiation (160), suggesting that age is a factor in determining
cell plasticity. Lineage tracing of the various different islet endocrine cells, ductal cells, and
acinar cells will help clarify the cell sources responsible for zebrafish beta-cell renewal at
different ages. Future studies should also explore the mechanism of beta-cell regeneration under
different extents of beta-cell ablation as regenerative mechanisms may differ in complete and
partial beta-cell ablation models. It would also be interesting to probe the cell types responsible
for the increase in beta-cell mass under diet induced obesity in adult zebrafish (288). While
lineage tracing can help determine the cell sources that contribute to beta-cell regeneration and
the associated increase in beta-cell mass in response to nutrition, low labelling efficiencies (due
to low Cre recombination efficiency, low-level Cre or marker expression from minimal
promoters, and/or heterogeneity in promoter activity), leaky expression or activation of Cre,
and/or dynamic changes in transcription can complicate interpretations of lineage tracing
experiments. In addition, marker genes, such as GFP, can cause gene expression changes or cell
cytotoxicity (353,354), which in turn can affect biological mechanisms. These important caveats
should be kept in mind while interpreting our and other lineage tracing results. Despite these
caveats, lineage tracing has proven to be a powerful technique for tracking cells in vivo and
dissecting roles of different cell types during development and regeneration. Understanding the
cell sources in variable regenerative conditions will provide insight into the mechanism(s) of
beta-cell regeneration in zebrafish and may provide insight into possible cell sources that may be
activated in beta-cell regeneration in mammals.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
5.1

Research findings
As the number of diabetes cases continues to grow, the economic burden associated with

their medical care increases as well. Insulin therapy is a lifesaving treatment, although this therapy
does not address the underlying pathology: the lack of adequate beta-cell number or function.
Replacement or regeneration of beta-cells could offer a cure that allows for optimal glycemic
control. In this thesis, we utilized zebrafish as a model to explore beta-cell biology and
regeneration.
First, we characterized beta-cells arising from different ontogenies. Previous research has
indicated that different precursor populations give rise to the dorsal and ventral pancreatic buds
(226,268). Furthermore, a previous study has identified transcriptional differences between betacells derived from the dorsal and ventral pancreatic buds early in development (226,267).
However, the relative contribution of the beta-cells arising from dorsal and ventral buds to overall
adult beta-cell mass is unclear, and whether transcriptional differences exist between these two
populations in the adult animal is unknown. We first undertook the development of a novel
transgenic line, Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2). By crossing our line with the existing
Tg(actb2:LOXP-STOP-LOXP-DsRedEx), we were able to heritably label beta-cells. A small
amount of leaky activation of CreERT2 was observed. While it wasn’t completely unexpected as
leaky transport of the CreERT2 fusion protein to the nucleus has been described in different systems
(299,311–314), it is a caveat of our lineage tracing system that should be kept in mind while
interpreting our results. Dorsally-derived beta-cells arise first (thus we term primary beta-cells) in
development. With our Cre/LoxP lineage tracing model, we determined that the primary beta-cells
give rise to a small proportion of beta-cells in the adult pancreatic principal islet. Beta-cells derived
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from the ventral pancreatic bud (termed secondary beta-cells) arise later in development and
constitute the majority of beta-cell mass in the adult. While there are transcriptional differences
between beta-cells in the adult pancreas, the transcriptional profiles of primary and secondary betacells are similar. This finding suggests that ontogeny does not dictate a distinct beta-cell
transcriptional profile.
We next sought to characterize the angiogenic factors important in islet vascularization and
the role of endothelial cells in beta-cell development. We found that Vegfaa and Vegfab are
expressed in beta-cells and that inhibiting VegfA/vegfr2 signalling using genetic (morpholino) or
pharmaceutical means does not lead to significant differences in beta-cell or alpha-cell formation.
We interestingly observed that the number of endothelial cells decreases after beta-cell ablation,
but the islet becomes revascularized during beta-cell regeneration. During heart and fin
regeneration, new vessels appear at the damaged site, and this revascularization is necessary for
tissue regeneration (332,333). Hence, the role of vascularization during beta-cell ablation and
regeneration warrants further investigation.
In the final experiments of this thesis, we characterized islet morphology in physiological
and regenerative conditions as well as identified new sources of beta-cells under physiological and
regenerative conditions via lineage tracing of the beta-cells which has not previously been
conducted in the adult zebrafish. Beta-cells and delta-cells constitute the majority of islet mass,
and islet morphology looks similar in control and regenerated islets. Utilizing the Cre/LoxP lineage
tracing tool we developed in Chapter 2, we lineage traced pre-existing adult beta-cells. Like
rodents, beta-cell maintenance in zebrafish adult stages is primarily mediated through beta-cell
proliferation. However, in >90% beta-cell destruction, a non-beta-cell source is the primary
contributor of new beta-cells. This is consistent with studies that have suggested that ductal cells
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contribute to adult beta-cell regeneration (218,295). Our studies highlight some key differences in
delta-cell islet proportions between mammals and zebrafish. Our studies also highlight the
regenerative ability of the zebrafish organism and give insight into the mechanism of beta-cell
renewal. Understanding the regenerative mechanism(s) in zebrafish may lead to the development
of new therapeutic targets to promote regeneration of new beta-cells in mammals, which will
ultimately bring hope to the cure of diabetes.

5.2

Key limitations
The work presented in this thesis has various caveats including methodology and model

systems. These limitations are discussed within each chapter. Here we outline two general
limitations. The first limitation is the use of transgenic models. In our studies, the transgenic
models used were generated using the Tol2 transposon method, in which the transgene is placed
into a Tol2 transposon vector to facilitate random genomic integration(s) of the transgene
(303,304). The regulatory environment at the site of integration can influence the expression of
the transgenic reporter leading to mosaic patterns of transgene expression, otherwise known as
position effects. Position effects may explain the lack of ubiquity in the Tg(-3.5ubb:CreERT2,
myl7:EGFP) and Tg(hsp701:mCherry-T2A-CreERT2) Cre driver lines tested in Chapter 2. In
addition, off-target expression involving neighboring endogenous genes can also be a caveat of
random transgene insertion (355). Given that most, if not all, applications want controlled temporal
and spatial regulation of introduced transgenes, random transgene integration(s) and position
effects can provide major obstacles. The use of insulators within the transgene can help prevent
chromosomal position effects and block distal enhancer activity (356). Targeted transgene
integration can also allow for better control of specific reporter expression. PhiC31 integrase
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method has the potential to limit variability of position effects (317) and alternative methods such
as CRISPR/Cas9 that allow genetic modification to be targeted to genomic locations have been
developed (357–360). For example, CRISPR/Cas9 has allowed for successful EGFP reporter
integration into both targeted pax2a alleles in zebrafish, thus allowing real-time visualization of
target gene expression (358). Knock-ins can also be advantageous as expression would be
faithfully recapitulated at the endogenous locus, whereas transgenics often involve the use of
minimal promoters. Thus, gene integration at a targeted locus may mitigate substantial variation
in expression patterns and provide more faithful recapitulation of gene expression. Despite the
aforementioned challenges of using the Tol2 system to generate transgenic models, mapping out
transgene insertions, outbreeding to create sublines with single copies of the transgene, and
thorough and continuous characterization of transgenic lines can help to ensure tissue specific
activity.
The second limitation we would like to address is the use of zebrafish. Zebrafish are a
powerful model to probe basic cell biology and regeneration. While zebrafish pancreas
development is similar to mammalian pancreas development, key differences in the transcriptional
cascade and morphological development have been identified (236,237,239). Hence, it is
important that interspecies conclusions be made with caution. For example, our results indicate
that the dorsal pancreatic bud which gives rise to the primary beta-cells do not constitute the
majority of islet cell mass. In contrast, the dorsal pancreas constitutes the majority of the pancreas
in mammals (118,119). Moreover, the dorsal pancreatic bud in zebrafish solely gives rise to
pancreatic endocrine cells, while the dorsal bud in mammals give rise to endocrine and exocrine
tissue (236,237,239), suggesting that the dorsal pancreatic bud may not be analogous between
mammals and zebrafish. It should also be acknowledged that there are experimental challenges of
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the zebrafish model system. The size of larval zebrafish do not allow for blood collection; albeit,
measurement of whole organism free glucose provides a reliable alternative method (252,361).
Repeated blood glucose measurements in the adult is challenging (362), and the limited amount of
blood do not allow for assessment of plasma hormone levels in individual animals. Despite these
experimental challenges, the rapid organ development and remarkable ability of tissue
regeneration make the zebrafish a powerful model to study pancreas development and renewal. As
more sophisticated tools are made available to zebrafish research, this model system will help
provide insights to new key pathways relevant to normal physiology and metabolic diseases such
as diabetes.

5.3

Future directions
The studies outlined in this thesis have been focused on the development of Cre/LoxP

lineage tracing line and understanding fundamental aspects of zebrafish beta-cell biology and
regeneration including understanding possible differences in beta-cells that arise from different
ontogenies, the effect of islet vessel deficiency during early endocrine development, and the
primary cell sources in beta-cell maintenance and regeneration. While this work has answered
some basic questions in zebrafish beta-cell biology and renewal, a number of avenues of
investigation remain to be explored.

5.3.1 Further investigation of zebrafish beta-cell heterogeneity
While we did not observe distinct transcriptional profiles between primary and secondary
beta-cells, our single cell RNA sequencing data indicates transcriptional heterogeneity between
beta-cells. Exploring these populations may yield important insights into beta-cell transitional
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states and beta-cell heterogeneity in the adult zebrafish. For example, our data indicates that some
beta-cells have detectable glucagon and somatostatin expression. In Chapter 4, we observed
polyhormonal cells, most of which were somatostatin, insulin co-positive cells. In our lineage
tracing experiments in Chapter 4, we also observed the existence of DsRed+, but EGFP- and
insulin-negative cells, suggesting dynamic gene expression or possible islet cell plasticity. Future
studies analyzing genes implicated in alpha-cell and delta-cell identity in the insulin, glucagonexpressing cells and the insulin, somatostatin-expressing cells in our single cell RNA sequencing
data set may provide better understanding of the transcriptional profile of these polyhormonal
cells. Lineage tracing of alpha-cells and delta-cells in the adult animals under physiological
conditions may also provide detail into adult endocrine cell plasticity during physiological
conditions.

5.3.2 Determining the role of delta-cells in the zebrafish
In Chapter 4, we observed a vast number of delta-cells within the islet (up to 50%). We
also observed somatostatin+ single cells scattered throughout the exocrine pancreas. This is vastly
different from mammalian islet morphology in which delta-cells make 2-11% of the islet. The
physiological implications of delta-cells in zebrafish islet development and regeneration, normal
islet function, and glucagon and insulin secretion are not known. Inhibiting delta-cell
differentiation or ablating pancreatic delta-cells during development and in the adult islet would
allow us to better characterize the role of pancreatic delta-cells during endocrine formation and
maintenance.
We also observed that delta-cells are interspersed among beta-cells within the islet core.
Given the importance of beta-cell connections in proper insulin secretion, it would be interesting
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to tandemly observe calcium signalling in delta-cells and beta-cells in response to various stimuli.
The generation of a Tg(sst2:RCaMP) line, in which the somatostatin promoter drives a red
genetically encoded calcium indicator (GECI) as a readout of calcium regulated somatostatin
secretion and the subsequent crossing of this line to the existing Tg(ins:GCaMP) line (269) in
which the insulin promoter drives a green GECI, may provide interesting observations into calcium
regulated somatostatin and insulin secretion. Given the transparency and ex-utero development of
the zebrafish, this model offers a unique advantage to observe calcium oscillations in delta-cells
and beta-cells in vivo.

5.3.3 Assessing the role of vasculature in beta-cell biology and beta-cell regeneration
In Chapter 3, we observed that islet vasculature is significantly decreased after beta-cell
ablation. This observation is supported by a separate report which observed islet vasculature
reorganization upon beta-cell ablation and regeneration in adult zebrafish (224). In other tissues,
revascularization during organ regeneration has been reported and is necessary for tissue
regeneration (332,333). Hence, the role of vasculature in beta-cell regeneration warrants further
investigation. Disruption of islet Vegfaa and Vegfab signalling during beta-cell ablation and
regeneration will help discern the role of vasculature in beta-cell renewal. This can be achieved by
conditional islet specific vegfaa/vegfab knockout studies, or by creating a dominant negative
vegfaa and/or vegfab under the control of an islet specific promoter. Decreases in islet vasculature
in a conditional model would allow us to determine the role that vasculature plays during beta-cell
regeneration. Such a model would also be useful in future studies probing the role of vasculature
in beta-cell biology in adult zebrafish.
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Hypervascularization experiments under physiological and regenerative conditions
involving the overexpression of vegfaa under a pancreatic or an islet specific promoter may also
prove to be insightful in dissecting the role of vasculature during zebrafish beta-cell regeneration.
In mice, short term overexpression of Vegfa in adult beta-cells, resulted in islet
hypervascularization, increased beta-cell proliferation, and protection from alloxan mediated betacell death (87). Whether an increase in islet vasculature can play a protective role in nfsB/MTZmediated beta-cell death or enhance beta-cell regeneration in zebrafish is unknown. Overall, the
role of islet vessels during zebrafish beta-cell regeneration is poorly understood and should be the
topic of future studies. Understanding the role of vasculature during zebrafish beta-cell renewal
may help drive our understanding of beta-cell regeneration in mammals.

5.3.4 Further investigation of the cell sources for beta-cell renewal under physiological stressors
Previous beta-cell regeneration studies have implicated ductal/centroacinar cells and alphacells as sources for new beta-cells in regeneration (218,248,294,295,363). Our results in Chapter
4 support this as our lineage tracing studies indicate that proliferation of pre-existing beta-cells
after >90% beta-cell ablation in adult zebrafish is rare, if at all, contributes to the increase in betacell mass during regeneration. These data suggest that a non-beta-cell source is contributing to
beta-cell renewal. Lineage tracing of ductal cells, acinar cells, and non-beta islet cells will be
crucial to understand the cell types involved in beta-cell regeneration. Furthermore, lineage tracing
of beta-cells under different extents of beta-cell ablation may also yield important insights into the
regenerative mechanism(s) used after extreme (>90%) and partial (~50%) beta-cell ablation. It is
possible that the regenerative mechanism activated is contingent on the extent of ablation. For
example, under extreme beta-cell loss in mice, beta-cell neogenesis and transdifferentiation have
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been reported (147,159,160). It would also be of interest to understand the regenerative
mechanism(s) at different ages extending from the zebrafish larval stage and at various adult ages.
While our studies indicate that the capacity for beta-cell regeneration does not change between 4
month old and 17 month old zebrafish, it is possible that the regenerative mechanisms may vary
between

ages.

After

extreme

beta-cell

loss,

young

mice

exhibit

delta-to-beta-cell

transdifferentiation while older mice exhibit alpha-to-beta-cell transdifferentiation (159,160),
suggesting cell plasticity may be age-dependent. Lineage tracing of different pancreatic cell types
during beta-cell regeneration in larval fish and adult fish at various adult ages should be explored.
It would also be interesting to determine the extent of beta-cell regeneration in older (>2 years old)
fish. In mice, regeneration is restricted in older mice as there is an age dependent decline in
proliferation, which is the main mechanism of beta-cell maintenance and regeneration (110).
While beta-cell proliferation does not seem to be the main mechanism of beta-cell regeneration in
zebrafish, it is possible that regenerative mechanisms in zebrafish may also be age dependent. In
fin regeneration, slight differences in fin outgrowth are observed between young (4 month) and
old (1.5 years old) animals when examined in the late regeneration stages (337). Understanding
the factors that influence zebrafish beta-cell renewal will be critical next steps in beta-cell
regeneration studies.
Determining new cell sources in type 2 diabetes zebrafish models would also be of interest
to the field. Tg(ins:EGFP) fish that are overfed (6 times daily than the standard 2 times daily)
exhibit increases in GFP+ fluorescent area (288), and overnutrition has been shown to increase
beta-cell mass in larval fish (316,364). Lineage tracing of beta-cells in overnutrition and type 2
diabetes models could yield important insights into zebrafish beta-cell biology and regeneration.
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5.3.5 Dissecting the mechanisms that promote and hinder beta-cell regeneration
The factors that cause beta-cell renewal are not known. In mammals, glycemic control has
been proposed to be an important factor in beta-cell regeneration after STZ-mediated beta-cell
destruction and pancreatectomy (194,365). In zebrafish, organ regeneration is impaired in response
to hyperglycemia, which can be achieved by multiple STZ injections or immersing zebrafish in
glucose during the recovery process (275,366). It is possible that a hyperglycemic environment
may also blunt zebrafish beta-cell regeneration. Immersing zebrafish in a glucose bath during the
beta-cell regeneration process would help determine if hyperglycemia affects the capacity of betacell renewal. Single cell RNA sequencing of beta-cells during various stages of the regenerative
process may also yield a better understanding of the genes involved in regeneration. Such studies
will allow for a comprehensive examination of transcriptional changes and may provide insights
into the genes and mechanisms that are important in beta-cell regeneration in mammals.

5.4

Concluding thoughts
There have been considerable developments to improve glycemic control in patients with

diabetes including advancements in insulin therapy and diabetes medications. However, many of
these methods still provide suboptimal glucose control, and insulin injections and constant glucose
monitoring can be a burden in patients with diabetes. Islet transplantation shows significant
therapeutic promise; however, this therapy is hampered by the lack of available islets. While
hPSCs can provide an unlimited source of insulin-producing cells, the precise developmental
cascades that turn human pancreatic progenitor cells into fully functional endocrine cells are still
being discovered. Stimulation or activation of endogenous beta-cell regeneration is an alternative
strategy to replace beta-cell loss in patients with diabetes; however, these mechanisms are still
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relatively unclear in the mammalian system. Given the similarity in pancreas development, the
zebrafish model has the potential to unveil new understandings of beta-cell development, biology,
and regeneration.
This current thesis has clarified some basic biological questions regarding zebrafish betacell biology and renewal. Furthermore, we developed and characterized a novel zebrafish
transgenic line Tg(ins:EGFP-T2A-CreERT2) which will be valuable in Cre mediated conditional
labelling during beta-cell physiological and regenerative conditions. A better understanding of the
cell types that contribute to zebrafish beta-cell regeneration may allow for the development of
beta-cell regenerative strategies in humans. It is hoped that the findings presented in this thesis can
contribute a better understanding of beta-cell biology and regeneration in order to improve betacell replacement strategies for diabetes.
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